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ALBUQUERQUE,

VOLUME 20

ANNUAL PARADE OF ELKS WAS

LETTER

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY EVENING, JULY 19. 1900.

ID

Clear Sky, Pleasant Breeze, Thousands
on the Streets. More Than Score of
Bands and Many Fine Floats
REMARKABLE

FORMED

NEVER

PAGEANT

IB

BE FORGOTTEN

Along the Line of March the Jolly Elks Were Showered With
Flowers and With Snow Brought From the Mountain Peaks for That Especial Purpose.
Denver, July 19. Festivities In con-- ; SPECTACULAR PARADE
OF THE ELKS TODAY
nection with the twentieth reunion ofthe Elks culminated today in the an- Specla, to Evening Citizen.
EM
e, July IB.-- The
undoubtedly
was
parade
forenoon
this
conall
with
breeze,
light
,sky with
Wiltons were propitious.
jthe most interesting and spectacular
Enormous crowds lined the streetsjevent of the convention week. It was
through which the procession moved. a grand eight. More than fifty thous- There were In line nearly 15,000 per-jamen. each delegation handsomely
sons representing about a hundred
lodges, and many magnificent Coats 1- tornled the coiumn which marched
lustrative of cities whose lodges pro- - tnrougn tne principal streets of the
vided them. Every lodge had distinct- - clty accoD,panied by more than a
ive uniforms, gorgeous or comical. In- -, mmdre(1 bands, which had come from
In the procession werej,all parts of tne Uclted states,
terspersed
bands.
companying the various ptate and city
The Denver lodge. 600 strong, all In delegations. As they marched through
blue serge suits, with purple cuffs and the streets with their beautiful deco- collars and white straw hats. with, rations in purple, the hundreds of
purple bands, acted as escort of honor thousands
who lined the streets
d
to Grand Esquire P. P. Christensen cheered the marchers with great
staff. The Colorado division, thusiasm. The eastern delegates had
headed by General Sherman Bell, was mostly confined themselves to uni- the largest In point of numbers. Clos- - forms of a neat but sober character,
1ng the procession was a division of; but some of the western delegations
automobiles were arrayed In the most picturesque
handsomely
decorated
and carriages.
costumes. One of the large delega- from the southwest was dressed
Along Sixteenth street the march-Uion- s
era were showered with flowers and in the garb of cowboys and was
snow brought from the summit of the cheered to the echo. There were also
several beautifully decorated floats.
mountains.
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RUSSIA ON RAGGED EDO IE OF

PHOTO FROM THE

AHEAD OF ALL PREVIOUS ONES

A

DMA

PRESIDENT OF THE

CONSTITUTIONAL

.

But President Moursmtzeff displayed the master hand from the first day..
Ho has held the most ridical
elements in such restraint that the Douma has won respect from thinking persons ths world over.
A few weeks ago ths Citizen wrote Professor Moursmtzeff, requesting his portrait for publication and askThs accompanying letter and photograph has just been received from him.
ing him for a brief expression.

'

?
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The belief party before the proposed addresses to
the people came up for second reading In the lower house ot parliament,
a hopeless epllt developed. The moderate faction tried to induce Its folwill precipitate the long brewing con-flt- ct lowers to vote against
the
In
and plunge the country Into civil the lobbies of the house theaddress.
sole topic
war la profound. The government Is of speculation was the possible
dissoevidently- preparing to take up (he lution of parliament.
Some ventured
gage of battle when it Is formally to predict that tomorrow
may
thrown down. At a council held at Taurlde palace In possession of see
the
Peterhof last night Camarilla came out troops.
strongly In favor ot dissolving parliament, but according to the best in- TOWN BURNED AS
formation the emperor hesitated and
REVOLUTIONARY ACT
at the moment ot adjournment refused
Samara, July 19. The whole town
to agree to dissolution, though' his of Sytran. province of Simbirsk. Is in
final decision was postponed.
names. The inhabitants are fleeing
to Samara and Saratoff.
STOESSEL FOR DEATH
No Doubt of Cause.
v
ALEXIEFF FOR REPRIMAND
St. Petersburg,
July 19. Little
Ixmdon, July 19. A dispatch to a doubt is entertained here that the
news agency from St. Petersburg says burning of Syrran was a revolutionary
that the report of the commission ap- demonstration.
pointed to inquire into the circumof FLEEINQ LANDLORD TELLS
stances attending the surrender
tiTORY OF DEVASTATION.
Port Arthur recommends that LieuMoscow, July 19. A landlord, fleetenant Oeneral Stoessel, former commander of the fortress, be sentenced ing from Bobrov, .province of Vorto death and that Lieutenant Oeneral onezh, where the peasant uprising has.
Fock, who commanded the Fourth taken place, has arrived here and .
frightful picture of devastaEast Siberian division at Port Arthur, gives
be condemned to twenty years In the tion. He descrloes the losses In the
galleys. It Is added that the commis- province as colossal. The troops arc?
sion considers that General Roubs powerless to cope with the peasants,
should be expelled from the army and who are marching in large bands, deAdmiral Alexlrff, former viceroy In the stroying practically everything. Not
more than
east, should
reprimanded.
cf the estates
are spared. The movement was startPARTY OF CONSTITUTIONAL
ed by a rerusal of the landlords in the
DEMOCRATS DIVIDED northern part of Bobrov province to
St. Petersburg. July 19. At, a cau- agree to an advance in wages. Tho
cus of the constitutional democratic crops are not being harvested.
St. Petersburg, July
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MEASURE

19.

that the adoption today by the lower
bjuse of parliament of a proclamation
to the nation on the agrarian question

j

--

ON

Enough to Defy the Troops, and Are . Destroying
the Estates As They Come to Them.

'

;

DEMOCRATS ARE DIVIDED

Peasants Are Marching In Large Bands Which Are Strong

One of Russia's Newly Developed Great Men Writes This Newspaper That
the American War Against Slavery Inspired Him and Determined
the Political Belief and Faith of His Life.
V

FEARFUL REVOLUTION

on Agrarian Question May Cause Its
Immediate Dissolution by Czar.

world-famou-

tor.

1ST

Passage of Proclamation by Parliament

The revolution In Russia has already developed a few really great men. On of these ha forged to the
s
since May 10, when the Douma, Russia's first popular parliament, held its first
fiiret rank of the
session. This man it Prof. Serge Moursmtzeff, president of that body.
constitution democrat.
The wo !d expected disorderly and violent acts
Professor Moursmtzeff is known as
from ths Douma, composed as It is largely of peasants and other classes who for the first time found themselves
possessed of freedom and power.
And as a matter of fact more than one attempt has been made at sessions
to sway ths parliament into courses of action which would justify the czar in dispersing' his disorderly legisla-

(Written In French and Translated.)
To The Evening Cltlien:
I owe to the epoch of my earliest
youth virld and beautiful impressions
of the heroic strife In America against
slavery.
Profound admiration, Inspired by
this gigantic act, has determined for- ever my political belief and faith, and,
like the glorious movement of Gara-baldthese splendid days will never
efTace themselves from my memory.
This deliberate war, this beautiful
impulse of the whole race, taught me
to admire the grand people of the
United States, whose national character unites In an organic fusion
the generous law of the largest liberty
intimately bound to an absolute stable
public, order and Inexhaustible ener- gy In the progressive advancement of
civilization.
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SOCORRO CITIZENS INDIGNANT

one-tent-

PRES1UKXT

OVER SENSATIONAL TELEGRAMS

SENSATIONAL ASS OR
A LUNATIC

About Earthquake Shocks Experienced

There the Past Few Weeks-Doi- ng
Great Injustice to That Town.

1THAW

AT LARGE!

REFUSES TO BE
ADVISED

SERGE MOURSMTZEFF.

.

PREPARING FOR NEXT

4

BY MOTHER

SESSION

OF

CENTRAL AMERICAN SISTERS

Chicago Banker Objects to Won't Plead Insanity Tho He Defects In Consular Service
'
Release From Pen and
Is Evidently Acting It. Per- Bill Are Referred to' Pres- haps For a Purpose.
makes Threats If
idem For Correction.

Will

REST IN HAIR POLLING

i

8
4
J entire surrounding country has felt
BE NOT GRANTED
4 Special to The Evening Citizen. 4 the shocks and much damage has been DEMAND
S. coito, N. M., July 19. Our 4 done, especially at bun Marclal and
4
4 citizens have become incensed at 4 Magdalena. but net so severely as at
New York, July 19. Louis A. Gour-dai;'he misrepresentation
of facta 4 Socorro,
u Chicago banker, convicted of
4 regarding the effect of the earth- - 4
using the mans to defraud and sen
'4 quake shocks felt here, cause.! 4
tenced last May to four and a half
by interviews
and 4 UNRELIABLE STUFF
4 principally
years in the Illinois penitentiary, will
4 statements by Irresponsible per- REACHED TOPEKA go to Narragansett Pier today and peare being taken to-- 4
4 sons,
tition Justice W'lilie of the Culled
4 day to set things right, and your
Topeka, Kan., July 19. Reports re- States supreme court to order the
4 correspondent believes tuat The
ceived at the office of the general warden of the Joliet penitentiary to
Evening Citizen will be foremost
eY in this
move.
4 manager of the Santa e railroad in receive and Incarcerate him in ac'4 Hon. V. E. Martin Is heading
dicate that the only annoyance suf- cordance with the sentence of the
V the move, and our citizens are 4 fered by the railroad company on ac- trial court. Failing, he will proceed
supporting him, and
"t heartily
count of New Mexico earthquakes Is to Joliet. end demand to be received
V when the facts become known 4 by blockades caused by boulders be- as a prisoner.
'4" and the public fully realizes
"My release from Joliet," he said,
ing shaken down from the mountain
the
injury done by such unwarranted
sides, which have covered the tracks "was against my desire, secured by
V statements, tall timber will be in
In places.
Fully fifty car loads of an attorney who acted on his own in-

OLD FIRM

New York, July 19
Au order secured by Clifford W. Hattrldge, personal counsel to Ha.rry K. Thaw, directing the firm of Black, Olcott, Gru-be- r
& Donynge to show cause why It
should not turn over the papers In the
Thsw case to Hartrldge, was served
last night, in asking for the order,
Hartrldge presented three affidavits,
one by Thaw himself, in which he
avers that he has dismissed the Olcott firm as his
Will Surrender Papers.
Lawyer Olcott, who was dismissed
by Thaw, said today that the papers
In the case would be surrendered to
Thaw's couusel this afternoon.
Decision on Writ Reserved.
Argument on the writ of prohibition
prohibiting District Attorney Jerome
from examining witnesses under subpoenas in the Thaw case was beard
by Justice McLean today. Attorney
John O. Gleason based his application
for the WTlt on the grounds that the
grand jury had no inquisitorial powers
and that under the state constitution
Thaw baa a rlg'ht to be present whenever testimony is sought, to be taken
against him to examine the witnesses.
Justice Melean reserved his decision.
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'4 lava ccver the tracks south of San
demand.
V
As continually stated by your
Marclal. Workmen are busy clearIf correspondent, the excitement of
ing away the debris and opening the
the people lias caused more dam- line for traffic.
H age than the quakes themselves, 1
Note No delays have occurred on
but the actual damage so far is V the main line 'between this city and
' confined to the shaking down of sT El Paso, and there are no mountains
some cnimneyg and the cracking 4 ntar the Santa Fe track south of San
4 of wans, not seriously, and prin- - '4 Marclal. A few boulders were shaIt cipally among old rotten buiid- ken from the Bides of cuts on the
'4 lugs
Magdalena branch last Monday, out
these were removed In the afternoca,
and trains have been running regularly on the branch since that day.
StNSATIONAL NEWS
Tf

t
t
t

WIRED FROM EL PASO
The

Paso Herald, which reached
this morning,
contained on Its front page and under
a red line heading, one of the most
sensational stories luat any reporter
could conceive in liis mind about the
earthquake shocks experienced
at
S .oorro. '1 nese untruthful
reports
were no doubt sent out from El Paso
to the Associated Press, and got back
here under a Socorro dale, being published In the Morning Journal this
morning. Here Is a cample of the
injustice done Socorro by the Kl Paso
correspondent :
Socorro. N. M., July 18. This city
has been badly damaged by an earthquake. Fifty-twshocks have been
felt here since Sunday morning. The
conn bouse is wrecked. The build
lngs of the School of Mines are cracked, and nearly every residence in the
city is cracked or wrecked. More
than
of them at least, are
damaged or destroyed. The buildings,
which are largely of adobe and brick,
are alm-- t shaken to pieces. The people are fleeing, but no one ha been

SANTA FE HELPED 7iJ

KEEP UP THE SENSATION

Kl

The Kvenlng Citizen

two-third- s

killed.

GIVES UP PAPERS NIAGARA

itiative, and If I am not taken buck
I shall spend the next four years In
my own Jail, an exact replica of the
penitentiary
I will
In
miniature.
spend every night In my cell and eat
prison fare. I will go every day to
my bank and work to pile up money
which I will distribute among the persona who invested with me and lost.
Immediately after my term has expired I will carry out my Intention
to wipe the Gourdain family off the
map. With a hundred of my relatives
I will board my private yacht Imperial, now In the Gulf of Mexico, and
sail away, and that will be the last
ever heard of us."
HEAVY FIRE LOS3 IS
CAUSED BY LIGHTNING
DYNAMITERS BUSY
Kansas
City,
July 19. The
IN CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco. Cal., July 19. A ter way, building at Tenth and Broadoccupied by the wholesale firm
rific explosion of dynamite, which had
been placed In the machinery where of Frankel, Frunk & Co., was struck
it was certain to explode and create by lightning this afternoon and cet
fire. The building was almost dethe greatest
possible havoc, com- on
The loss is estimated at
pletely wrecked the eugine ro-and stroyed.
hoisting plant at the quarry of the $200.(Hio.
lierkeley Rock company in Oakland LORD
CURZON RECEIVE8
yesterday.
Hoffman, su
Proderick
WORDS OF SYMPATHY
perintendent, was i,o badly Injured InIxmdon, July 19. l.ord Curzon of
ternally that it is feared he cannot
Eddleston wa.n the recipient today of
live.
a continuous stream ot messages of
condolence from Iuilla, America and
above, w hen this paper is In a much Great Pritaln on the death of his
bftter position to secure news from; wife.
Soco.-and Is closer by nearly luo
miles to that city than Santa Fe.
LAWYER GIBSON IS
This morning The Citizen received;
RELEASED FROM JAIL
the following telegiaru from tne agent, New York, July 1911. V. Gibson,
of the Associated Press at Denver:
the lawyer who was committed 'to the
"Please rush any frtsh eartnquake Tombs prison
in default of $:'.'),0(.'0
news of today."
bail to await the action of the grand
This paper sent the following an-- Jury In connection
with the murder of
swer. in response to the request:
Mrs. Alice I). Kinuii, appeared before
Justice Hlanchard today on a writ of
habeas corpus and was discharged
Albuquerque, X. M., July IS.
from custody.
C T. Demond. Associated Press,
five-stor-

Sauta Fe. X. M., July 19. Several
slight tremors occurred at Socorro
last night, but no serious damage was
done.
Most of tne inhabitants are
camping out In the open, but the ianic
is subsiding, "lne natives, who were
praying in the streets, have become
quiet as they believe the worst has
passed. Mayor Ilursum, who, at his
cwn expense, is doubling the capacity
of the city's water supply, to meet
any fire emergency, is restoring confidence.
Many refugees at Santa Fe and

Al-

buquerque have signified their Intention of returning to Socorro next week
if no more violent manifestations
occur bv that time. A careful survey of the lava fields south of the city
has failed to reveal any new hot
springs fr evidence of volcanic eruption.

The entire property damage at Socorro does not exceed $2,000. the
greatest damage being done to the
Colorado Telephone company's building. The damage at other .laces is
slight, owing to the cheap character
of tlie buildings affected. The shocks
were undoubtedly caused by slides f
mom: lain masses in the Magdalena
and Socorro ranges, due to "neavy
rains.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railway has sent cars to Socorro to
take people away, and many have
tli.l to other towns. Huge
boulders have been larred down on
'bo railroad tracks and trains cannot
Xuii-W- hen
vnter the town. They stop several
lae Santa Fe
milt's 'utsi le of the place.
s
wired t.ie alxive to the
The water in the hot spiings m ar s
i ress agent at Denver,
he
Socorro has increase,) several degrees
ir. ly knew that he was sending out
in temperature and the inhabitants
ale
ami a lot of stuff ilia: u.u
ftar that the ancient ex'inct volcano n oi actually take place
at Socorro.
'en mil. s from town will break out
at:;, damage occurred t
the Col
sin. besin simiting lava again.
o ado Telephone company's
building.
The ,eole are fleeing without any- i happened lasi Monday morning,
four
ilpnir. l(H'Kni2 up their houses and d ays ago. The
Citizen seriously
cttiim i.n: as soon as thty .an. T!: ,
to paying
such news as the
I

ne.

I

I

-

j-

fr

ob-ct- s

m

j

'

.

Denver. Colo.
Ther- - ig n- fi.'ch earthquake
from
lit w s
Socii ro, and last
night's stuff sent out from El

Paso Is purely sensational. Out- side of a few ad.'he houses, and
the fuct i hat several rocks were
shaken trom cuts on the Magdaleiia branch lailn ad. no damage
of any coiihequence (iceurrvu. The
i
are Indignant
if Socorro
scuc-aover tht-.-ional. untrue reind;
Jiia: ion imeiing
luts.I.eand an
nil!
held tonieht.
THK KVKXI.V, CITIZEN'.
-

-

RETAIL

COAL DEALERS
WILL TALK

PRICES
S.ir.iioga Springs, N Y., July 19.
About 4'Mi retail coal dealers
from
tasKuchiifeits. Maine and Vermont
net beie today to hold their annual
l eetim;
ami discuss various import-- i
ni t matters, mining other things the
question of prices. This evening they
wi.l lie the gueMs of the officers of
InCentral and Eastern ltVuil Coal
m lit s association of New Voi k at
u I 'i iiquc-in the I'nite l States hotel.
A nniiihir
of raili'ul officials will
Village
also be present.
PreS'denl
McN'i.lty
welcome tiie visitors.
i

-

i

Little Republics Glad That United States
and Mexico Intervened.
Root Heard From.

PERMITS GRANTED

LEAD 3 DECK

Chicago. July 19. The National
Business Men's League has Issued a
circular recjmmenaing that President
Roosevelt's executive order covering
the merit system and other provisions
be stricken from the consular bill by
congress, and containing extracts from
letters from a large number of business men and educators favoring additional legis.ation to caver the merit
systtm. A bill covering the provisions of the executive order Is to be
Introduced at tne next session of
congress.

Washington, D. C, July 19. The
state department was advised today
that the armistice entered into 'by
the warring factions of the Central

American republics was being respected and that preliminary negotiations were progressing
satisfac- GUATEMALA 8EEMS TO
torily.
BE HIGHLY PLEASED
Guatemala City, Wednesday, July
GUATEMALA WAS GETTING
WORST OF SCRIMMAGE. 19. The armistice arranged between
San Salvador, Wednesday, July 19. the armies of Guatemala and Salvador
(Delayed In Transmission.)
The and her ally, Honduras, as a result
final fighting Tuesday, before a truce of the humane and highly appreciated
was declared, resulted in the forces Intervention of Presidents Roosevelt
and Diaz, went into effect at 5 o'clock
of Salvador occupying El Poste
Clonar, Coyotlllo and Mar- this morning.
garitas, all of them position In the
terrlotry belonging to Guatemala. The SECRETARY ROOT AND
PARTY ARE HEARD FROM
Guatemalan army was completely defeated, retreating In disorder and
Washington, July 19. Official disleaving both arms
nd ammunition patches received today by the Braxll-Ia- n
in camp.
embassy state that Secretary Rook
was enthusiastically received at Para,
PEACE COMMISSIONERS
Brazil, by the authorities and the peoON BOARD MARBLEHEAD. ple. The cruiser Charleston, in which
Washington, July. 19. The cruiser the 'secretary Is traveling, will arrive
Marblehead arrived at San Joe, Guat- - at Rio de Janeiro July 26.

TO POWER PEOPLE
FOR USE OF NIAGARA,

GRANTS

Washington. D. c, July 19. In ac
cordance with the granting of the order to ae secretary of war to regulate and control the waters of the
Niagara river for the preservation of
Niagara Falls, Secretary Taft today
announced that permits would be
granted to the various companies for
the taking of specific amounts of
water.
TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

emala today with the peace commissioners on board and has sailed beyond the three-mil- e
limit to enable
the commissioners to conduct negotiations.

e,

.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, July 19. Cattle Receipts, 4,00; market strong to 10c
higher; native steers, I4.00&6.25;
southern steers, $3.005.00; southern
cows, I2.o0(fi 3.10; native cows and
heifers, $:00g5.5U; Blockers and feeders, $2.Wi&4.i; bulls, $2.5O4.00;
calves, $2.ro& 11.25; western fed steers,
$3.75(?i tl.Oo; western fed cows, $2.50

E

E!

SHOULD GO TO PEN

Tfi
ALCOHOL FOR POWER

4.r,u.

Receipts 4,0i)0; market weak
Muttons, 4.CO0 6.00;
Milwaukee, Wis., July 19. J. G.
7.60; range wethers, Albright, general agent in Wisconsin
fft
.Oi
0
$".
l.r; fed ewes, tl.25ft5.40.
for the Union Central Life Insurance
company of Ohio, who appeared before
Chcago Livestock.
tne Wisconsin legislative investigatChicago, July 19. Cattle Receipts ing committee today, produced corre5.5UO; market strong; beeves. $1.10
spondence of a sensational character
G.40; cows and heifers,
$1.255.30; between his company and a Wisconsin
feeders, $2.C0(T 1.40; supreme court Judge, In which the latand
Blockers
Texans, $1.25 5.25; calves. $3.75
ter tried to, obtain a rebate, and of(J.7.V
fered the company a 'plan for subterSheep Receipts 12,000; marke G
fuge, under which the Judge stated
10c lower: sheep, $3.105.80; lambs, that he believed a rebate could
be
given and still come within the pale
$1.7r.7.85.
of the law.
Closing Stock Quotations,
Alliiight said that it Kupreme court
New York, July 19. Following were judges were willing to offer suhter-fuge- s
closing prices:
hy which they could obtain reAti his n, common
87i
bates, he thought there was little wonAtchison, preferred
99
der that the rank and file of the peoNew York Central
....132'4j ple were looking for rebates to-The
Pennsylvania
,a
name ot tne judgo was not made
Soul hern Pacific
Cic,7H
public
I'nion Pacific common
HI1. it
93Vi SANTOS DUMONT'S
I'uion Pa iflc. preferred
Amalgamated Copper
9i8
NEW STYLE AIRSHIP.
I'. S. Sieel. common
117
Paris. July l'j. Santos Iuii:ont to1'. S. S'ecl. preferred
Z"i
day Ugan experiments v it h a Hying
machine, ;n tho form of au enormous
Lead and Copper.
I
New York. Julv 1.
ad. $5.75: bird, whu h he has Just completed.
copper, du'l. a' 1S 37? $18.75.
Amalgamat-- d Dividend.
New York Money Market.
New Vork. July 19 The directors
New Vnii.". July l'.e Money 011 call, of the Amalgamated Copper company
easy, at l'1
cent: prime mercan- today declared a quarterly dividend of
tile paper. 'it.''j per cent, liar p II- one-haper cent and a quarter of one
'
cent extra.
Sheep

uc
to
lambs.

lower.

$.". Soft

i

.

i

!

u.--
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New York, July 19. Investigation
into the possibilities of alcohol as fuel
in small gas engines is about to be
begun by Professor Charles E. Luke,
of Columbia university, for the United
States department of agriculture In
the laboratories at Columbia. As a
result of the removal of the tax, to
take effect January 1, next, it U expected that large quantities of this
alcohol will be used an fuel for small
engines, and that this will increase
the products of the farm, nearly ail
of which can be utilized for alcohol
manufacture.

GOVERNMENT WILL
MAKE TURBINE TESTS
Annapolis, Md., July 19. For thu
first lime the naval engineering experimental station is to have money
enough to carry out the purpo.--e of
its founder. This station is located
on the Naval academy
grounds,
where a large building 'is now- - in
course of construction for it. The
building will l filled with all sorts
of experimental apparatus. Con;res4
has appropriated $.10,52') for the employment of clerks, mechanics aud
draftsmen and for carrying on investigations. The latter work wih cost
about $.'5niiu during the next twelve
months. The program of inquiry has
uot yet been outlined, but the Initial
experiments will be applied to th
turbiue as a prob'etit 111 marine

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TV.
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THURSDAY, JULY

11
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Dally and Weekly by

The Citizen Publishing Company

:

iff

Straw Hat Bleach

Rothenberg Sohloss Cigar Co..
7.30
at pMtnfflM for trunimlnWin throush the
supplies for Jail
Mile m wcond claae matter.
Golden Rule Dry Goods Co. sup22.20
plies for Jail
12.35
O. A. Malson & Co., stationery
33.00
H. S. Lithgow & Co., books,
LABEL
16.70
Citizen Pub. Co., printing
Plutarro Lueras, Justice of the
3.50
peace fees
orricUl Paper of Bernalillo Count Llbrado C. de Baca, Interpreter
2.00
and City of Albuquerque.
J. P. court
Rankin & Co., premium on Are
claM Pnti Anerwen Olipatchei.
300.00
Insurance
UrMt City no' County Orculatto.
A. E. Walker premium on fire
TM Li rent New Mexico Cirtulitlwt.
262.50
Insurance
lirjrwt Northern Arl70M Clrcutattea.
Geo. E. Brewer & Co., premium
350.00
on fire Insurance
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
TVtlT b mall, one year in aJvance..............S.0
F. H. Kent, premium on insur
.M
per
month
Pad by mail.
;piu.(i
ance
Weakly by mail one year
23.25
John S. Beaven, coal
W. Strong's Sons, brutal two
6y Carrier, 60c per month O. paupers
30.00
Tea Evimimo Cinmit will be delivered m the Juan R. Duran, asst. Janitor, 35
Mr at the low rmte of 20 cent per week, or for 60
52.50
days
Oflnta per month, when paid monthly.
N'ew Mexican Pig. Co., hooks
n.on
Idvcitlslng Rates Hade Knows on Application
and blanks
Co..
Mutual Auto Telephone
no
by
notifyins
ewnfer
will
lliere
faor of the paper.
Bnbm i
phone service quarter ending
ammediataly on ony
55.00
June 30
bo
to
addreaaed
ehould
tanree
and
remit
Irttvre
All
A. Borders, burial of pauper
Tw GItium Publimiino Coutahj. Lfrafta,

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If o, we can secef e it for yotf by a mfl

DO

PERFECTION

36.00

want ad. In The

Evening CitlZIO.

Itonlycoits

MAKES
PANAMA

HAT

NEW; DOESN'T

LOOK

Tl'RN

STRAW YELLOW.
SIX

and you can fly upon It, a wa have not failed before, that your
money la net thrown away. Wo have alao rented hundreds of houwta
by ow want ade, ae well as sold nearly everything we have dver.
tisod through them.
tn8 Western Union mr Foetal Tele-IM
O
gra,ph offices for an A. D. T. mesaenger
boy, and send your ad 'with the caa to The Citlien office, or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wUh.

AN OLD STRAW OR

HATS

CAN

THE

FIVE OR
BE

BANK INSTITUTIONS

....

ALBUQUERQUK

NEW MEXICO

Capital end surplus, $100,000

P t F ti f F
T E,ACrnWiWEi

LIKE

19, 1906.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

One Cent Per Word Insertion

MADE

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or! PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
empioyrmnt of any kind, 'phone
call or write Abraham's Employ-- 1
SOLD ONLY BY THE
ment office, 1 2ft West Silver ave-- ;
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
Automatic, 379; Colorado. 289.
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed" Facilities.
WAiNifcu.
BAI.ARIF.S Avn wAnraintrsra be.
WANTED
Boilermaker and two rK!jTs. an low as 110 and aa hleh as
helpers.
Abrahams Employment ,2(l),
are ouicklv made end
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
office.
stricly private. Time: One month
WA
NTED Position by all around to tne year given. Goods remain In
205 East Railroad Ave.
C5.00
efcaeke, poetnfnre and expreaa money order
dead
camp or small hotel cook; rs liable, your possession. Our rates are reason-Addresmoat bo made payable to the ordor of the M.
township
Llewellyn,
and
O.
s., Citizen office.
able. Call and see. us before borrow- company.
Iraclngs for assessor's office 40.00
,nK'
boilWANTED
engineer,
Stationary
CUB) TELieHONIII
ALVARADO PHARMACY
F. W. Clancy, legal services,
1Mb muushhomi loan
ermaker and helper, car repairer,
Colorado l
Automatic 13
First Nat'l bank vs. Albright
lath maker 9tc a 1,00; teamster, sieamsnip ticaets to ana irom an
Ave.
4.
Both
Gold
Phones.
et al. and Sandoval vs. Board
First
parts of the world.
eanthook men and swampers. Ab
200.00
Co. Commissioners
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
120 West S:lver avenue,
raham's,
COUNTY COMMISSIOX- Albuquerque Gas. E. L. & P.
315 West Railroad' Ave.
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
Elite
restaurant.
Co.,
light, quarter ending
PRIVATE OFFICES.
ERS' PROCEEDINGS
144.00 SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST VVA.VMvD Man to w'ork "on" r a iic fif or
June 30
Open Evenings.
board. Colorado "phone. Black 92.
Water Supply Co., water, quarOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
three rings.
Adjourned regular session. July 3d,
78.50
ter ending June 30
Luna,
Presioent;
Solomon
Teeth
W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier- - W J
Set
of
Full
h
v.
losj.e
2.40
WANTED
By
Chicago
supplies
jail
Romero,
PROFESSIONAL
for
CARDS
Jesus
a.io
1906.
Johnson,
Wm, Mcintosh. J. C. Baldridge, SoloCashier;
$6
Asst.
Gold
Crowns
manager.
house,
mail
printorder
Americana,
assistant
I.a
Bandera
Hon. A. Grunsfeld. chairPresent:
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
$1.50 up
7.00 Gold Filling
(man or woman) for this county
ing
LAWYERS.
man; Severo Sanchez and M. R. S. E. Newcomer, stationery...
50c
1.85 Painless Extracting
and adjoining territory. Salary, $20
Springer, commissioners and A. E. J. R. Armijo, printing bill
7.00
and expenses paid weekly; expense
Ira M. Bond.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
money advanced. Work pleasant; ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
Walker, clerk.
A. B. Stroup, salary, supplies,
ANTEED.
lK)sition
permanent.
No
Investment
395.15
etc
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Minutes of last meeting read and
or experience required. Spare time lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
A. B. Stroup, examining teachapproved.
,Bi'iyTl
vnhiable. Write at once for full letter patents, trade marks, claims.
20.00
ers
It Is ordered by the Board that the
particulars
and enclose
assessment roll for the year 1P06, as J. E. Clark, examining teachers 20.00
R. W. D. Bryan.
envelope. Address, Cenrevised and corrected by the Board, is A. Montoya, examining teach
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
manager,
134 Lake street,
20.00
tral
ers
hereby approved.
M.
N.
Office, First National
111.
3.20
The Territorial Auditor having cer- O. A. Matson & Co.. stationery
Bank building.
Adjourned to meet, on call.
tified to this Boa-that he has levied
WANTED
Gentlemen's second hand
B. F. COPP.
E. W. Dobson.
otfJKTQUHRQOT, N. 1C.
ALFRED GRUNSFELD,
a tax of 14 rolls on the dollar of all
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Office, Crom
Attest:
Chairman. ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
the taxable property of the Territory,
south rf Viaduct. Send address and well
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
A.
VALKER, Clerk.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
in accordance with Sec. 19. Chap. 112,
.
o
OffioeM
Dtrectoso.
it is further or
of the laws of
claimed Grant was as good a general WA?CT ED Saleswoman, young; must
DENTISTS.
as Napoleon or, Caesar.''
dered by the Board that such tax be
JOSHTTA 8. RATNOLM
President
THE KNOCKER LOYAL
be experienced and ahle to speak
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
M. W. rtOURNOT
,. ..
"What o' that?" asked Ike.
extended on the tax list, in the same
T5c President
Spanish. Only parties with all
"fill, nothin' in n'ticnlar jxcent ih't
Dental Surgeon.
manner as other taxes.
FRANK McKjfiH
.Cashmr
qualifications and capable, need apI here
were a few civil war bat tles a nlau
Rooms 15 and 16, Grunt block, over
R. A. FROST
claim Grant f be as good
It is further ordered by the Board
ply. Write and send references im,A istaat Cashier
H. fo &AXNOLoDtt
al
that there are hereby levied fur the in which old Ike Taylor admitted he as Napoleon must be an Idiot."
e e IHr0Ct4f
efjj)j
Ml
mediately, to the John Becker com- the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
aimai AukVsft
Both phones. Appointments made by
various county purposes specified, the had not fuiiL-h- t
"Wasn't he as good?" asked Ike.
pany, Helen. N. M.
hut there was none
mail.
following taxes upon each dollar of 1.1.
I bh a say not.
..... , .
ir we i nail a man
V. B. DEPOSITORY.
JjSSilT'
mM """""" '
" ' " t."
rv" like Nnnoleon th' nr wouldn't hove
FOR RENT.
taxable property in the county of BerS.
D.
D.
Edmund
Alger,
J.
nalillo, towit:
For common school ery detail, i.e;;ninmg wr.n tne prelim- lasted lone. Grant wasn't th' kind of FOR RENT OR LEASE Two fur306 Railroad Avenue
Authorised CapttJU
$SW,0O.e
purposes as levied bv the Territorial inary movements that brought
the a man we needed. He didn't have no
nished rooms, modern; young marUp
Surplus
CpKaJ,
Paid
Profrta
1259,000.(
sad
Office
Auditor, 2 mills For current county two armies within firing distance and slralegy.
will
be
He Just pushed men int'
closed
until
ried couple preferred.
Also other
expenses, 5 mills. For court fund 3 endine with the
' wmmui 100K111
1
wnai. da'it- cheaper rooms for light housekeep-itijr- .
,.r
r,f
JULY
23rd
Depository fer Atchison, Topeka V Bants re Railway Company
4
mills. For general road fund
His blunder
wiiiiiu ee uoiir.
517 South Broadway.
Mrs. H.
n,i thousands
mill. For court house roVair fund Its repeat lo a position that made a Lnst t!,nH:,nd
of
E. Rutherford.
PHYSICIANS.
second campaign necessary.
He bad men's lives.
mill.
Now, Napoleon
For bridge fund. 2
FOR RENT 9 loom brick house,
mills.
For fund to pav judgement ought them all, troni Bull Run to Ap- Sam failed to finish. Quietly, and
DR. R. L. HUST.
507
modern conveniences.
South
mill.
Fo' the Cnmino Real pomattox not once but scores of times unobserved, Ike had picked up
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Second street.
fund,
mill. For boarding of pris- in Matt Fleming's little shop, which heavy last and without any advance
Tubtrculosis
treated with High- room, in- Frequency
S
oners fund. 3 mills. For Interest on in years gone by had been one where notice of his intention he interrupted FOR RE.T Furnished
Electrical
Current and
quire tit No. 230 North Waller street. Germicide.
and ,inking ftind for bonds of 1901, Matt's skilled hands had turned nut Sam's remarks bv swinging it on his
given
Treatments
each
1 mill.
For interest on bonds of 1905, boots and shoes that fitted, but which head. Sam dropped over like a log. FOR REN I' Newly furnished rooms, day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. n. Trained
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
1
mills. For interest on bonds of in the evolutionary, or perhaps degen- - and Matt Fleming, Tom Mace and the
at the Minneapolis house, wit,1! or nurse in attendance. Both phones.
1897. 1
without housekeeping, $1 per week
CAPITAL
mills. Total of levies for erative, movement that was visible tuners lumped to his side. Jim An
$100,000.00 O
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
county and school purposes,. 26
to the naked eye had become a cob- - derson began pouring cold water on
and up, Albuquerque, N. M.
AND PROFITS
SURPLuS
20,000.00
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
wills.
his face.
biers shop.
FOR RE..1' rl.arge, cool rooms for
and
Throat.
The following taxes having been
THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
Audiences were seldom lackinc in 'l'e leaned track and took a hearty
light housekeeping: rent reasona
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe
levied pursuant to law by the city .Matt s little shop, on lone winter Pff of tobacco.
ble. 524 West Railroad avenue.
We invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
Office, 313'2 West Rail
lines.
coast
council of tho city of Albuquerque nights or long summer days. The
"Throw the dirty traitor out inf a
business growth of this bank since its organization:
avenue.
road
upon each dollar of taxable property same little bunch of old. bearded snowbank," he said
FOR SALE.
Deposits at the end of the first day
$10,466.92
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
. within the limits of said city, as ap- cnums had gathered there for vears.
FOR SALE Easy riding phaeton; p. m.
Deposits at the end of the first werk
19,173.00
pears by the certificate of the clerk eacn lulnging his favorite tonic of
Don't let the babv suffer from ec
Ap
Jus;
the
for
first
thing
Deposits
invalids' use.
31,821.82
month
at the end of the
of said city, on file In the office of conversation. As Ike had gone away Uema. sores or any itching of the skin,
UNDERTAKER.
ply at Hyde's blacksmith shop, corDeposits at the end of the first six months
92,750.13
the cierk of this board. It is ordered early to the war and come back late, Doan's Ointment gives .instant relief.
year
of
ner
Deposits at the end of the first
169,061.80
Third street and Gold ave Auto, phone 316.
that the same be extended on the tax
Colo., Red 115.
wountis mat were more than cures quickly.
Perfectly safe for
nue.
Deposits at the end of Che first eighteen months
298.320.31
ii6t in the same manner that other scratcnes, and had seen no excite children. All druggists sell it.
A. BORDERS.
years
two
Deposits at the end of the first
...377,332.37
FOR SAlE O. K. washing machine Commercial
taxes are extended towit:
Building. Black
Club
meni since the i iv of the cnn,i
.'
18,
1906
Deposits June
434,502.31
$7.50;
English mail hand cart
For general city purposes. 8 4 view at Washington, it was only nat- and White Hearse, $5.
PROPOSALS FOR BRICK WARE
OFFICERS:
geared, $4.50; Eureka steel range
mills. For maintenance,
improve ural tnat his Interest survive! nm) HOUSE. Denartment rt fhe tntnrinr
O.
N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
ARCHITECTS.
212 South High street.
$15.
ment and care of nubile narks within mat ne lought the war over airain unri office of Indian affairs Washington
PtOY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
city limits.
mill. For maintenance again. Gettysburg and Antletam were I D. C, June 27. 1906. Sealed nronosals FOR SALE .ew, three-roohouse.
WA
O.
Spencer
Walling
F.
and V.
and conduct of the free public library
per ford. Rooms
.
in Highlands; payments, $12
l"ali io ike as addition and sub- - plainly marked on the outside of the
Barnett building,
owned and conducted bv the city of traction. Chickamauga and the W11- - envelope, "Proposals for Warehouse.
montn. Address, ""Highlands," Citi Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
Albuquerquerqne, 4 mill. For con- uerness were as simple as the tariff Albuquerque, New Mexico," and ad
zen office.
struction of city hall. 1 mill. For in- or the gold standard. He could show dressed to the Commissioner of In rO"1, SALE A
,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
modern
terest on luO.Oiii) sewer bonds refund- me union commander's plan in the dlan Affairs, Washington, D. C, will
house. T. E. Gargan, 507 North
1
J. R. Farwell.
ed 4s, mill. For interest on refund- last campaign, with all of its ramifl. be received at the Indian office until
Twelfth street.
ing bonds, 4s,
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
mill. For interest cations, so plainly that a child would 2 o'clock p. m. of July 31, 1906. for run &ALE Chtap,
a
once,
sold
i.
at
on refunding bonds. 5s, 1
mills. wonuer how Lee had been dinwrmi furnishine and delivering the neces
nice improved ranch near Albuquer
MINES AND MINING.
For interest on Viaduct bonds, 5s, 2 He knew when this division and that 51r' materials and labor required to
que. Address, K., Citizen ornce.
mill. Total cf civ levies. 15 mills.
division had been moved, this ronw construct and complete a brick ware- AMERICAN
DE FOREST WIRELESS
good
A
SALE
inquire
FOR
milk cow;
The Board of Education of the city and that corps, and why it had been house with freight elevator and elec- AND
CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00
at 214 South Walter street.
of Albuquerque having. In accordance moveri. He knew exactly wh.qt (irnm'u
trie light, at the Albuquerque school
ALL MINING STOCKS
with law, levied the following taxes object was in advancing this day and I Xew Mpx'c0. In strict accordance with iuk BAI.fc. A
gasoline tn
DEALT IN BY
on each dollar of all property withgine, ail complete. J. F. Palimr FRED. J. STEINBERGER, 37
standing still that day. He knew why I n'ans. specifications, and instructions
Bank
501
in the district which is taxable for "ii" piece or tne arillv had
North
First
street.
may
oe
'Hinders,
wnicu
examined
been "
Block.
school purposes, which levies have swung to the west and another to at lilis office, the offices of The Citl-th- FOR SALE
A handsome Hardman Denver,
Colorado.
been approved by the city council of
piano, in fine condition and almos
east. It was too easy.
'en, Albuquerque, New Mexico; the
said city, it Is furthur ordered that
NOTARY
new,
And not only of that last canniHien New Mexican, Santa Fe, New Mexico;
PUBLIC.
a nareain.
For partuti
DON'T PAY RENT
the same be placed on the tax roll, to but of every battle, except some that 'he Ropiihllcan, Denver, Colo.; the
lars, cail at this office.
K. D. Maddison.
Thos.
be collected by the collector the same were no more than sklrmisheu
Arizona Gazette. Phoenix. Ariz.; the FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
Office wit-- W. B. Childers, 117 West
as other taxes, towit:
me speak with the assurance
a "Uiiders and i rauers' Kxcnange, at
reled
siiotgun; bran new iioid avenue.
For general expenses of the city tactician who had rr.nde the civil nfw.POniaha. Neii., Milwaukee, Wis., St.
never r.as been used: one of the
schools, 7
mills. Fcr interest on a lire studv.
iram, Minn., .Minneapolis. Minn.; tne best makes. Call at The Citizen of
VETERINARIAN.
Also Agent for' The Continental Casualty Company, cf Chicago, III.
bonds, 2
mills.
It so happened that Ike wnu imu
United States Indian warehouses at
fice for particulars.
It is further ordered by the board those conscientious souls who could Chicago. I''.. St. Louis, Mo., New York.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Auto. 'Phone, 291. First Nat'l. Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, New Mex.
that the following taxes upon speci- not overlook the errors of Grant lc. v Y Omaha. Neb., and at the school
Office, 424 North Second street.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fied classes of property, or upon prop- Clellan. Meade. Sherwinn
apply to
r or further information,
., .o.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
erty in specified parts of the count v. oi.ners of less importance. The only Charles H. Dickson, supervisor in Department of the interior, United Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
are hereby levied towit:
Statfi Land office, Santa Fe. Newcharge, Albuquerque, New Mexico. C
two who escaned Ilia frpmmm
'
' ' .ti.
:
.
Mexico. June 29, 1906.
HAIR WORK.
For cattle indemnity fund.
F. Larrabee, Acting Commissioner.
mill. ionisih ot condemnation were SlierNotice is hereoy giv(n that the fol
For use of the cuttle sanitary board.
I nomas
ESTABLISHED 1873.
"OLD RELIABLE."
a fact which pos- Switches,
puffs, etc., made to order
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No. lowing named claimant has filed no2 mills on each dollar of the assessed siDiy snowed
ike was a real soldier. 209 West
m
fr:
combings.
Monday
Call
and
Railroad avenue. Is pre tice of h s intention to make final
valuation of all cattle In the county.
He could point .out Grant's blunders
pared to give thorough scalp treat proof In support of his claim unde Tuesday forenoons. Mrs. H. E. RuthFor sheep sanitary board. 5 mills at Shiloh, as easily as lie could
point ment. do hair dressing, treat corns. sections 16 and 17 of the act
517
South Rroadway.
of Marcn erford.
on the dollar of the assessed valu of out those at Vi'Stsb-irand Cold Har- - ni n ions and ingrowing nails. She 3, 1X91, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
all sheep. For the county flood fund, nor.
RODERICK
STOVER, E. E.
gives massage treatment and manicur by the act of February 21, 1893, (2
2 mills on each dollar of the assessed
An, gentlemen.
be would say
valu of al! property within five miles iney were almost criminal. If I had ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation Stats., 47ui, and that said proof will Electrical and Mechanicsl Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
of the Rio Rrande. For special tax been Abe Lincoln I'd have give him of complexion cream builds up the be made before the probate clerk at
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
improves the complexion Los I. unas, N. M., on the loth day of Gas and
e
engines a specialty,
for school purposes in school districts
discharge right then an' there. skin Is and
V
guaranteed not to lie injurious. Angus', liiui). viz., Jacobo Chaves, in mi; West Railroad avenue. Autoand
NOs. 1 and,",, 5 mills on the do'lar of He showed ih't while he was a
Carrbs the Lart st and Most Exclusive Stock (f Staple Groceries
prepares a hair tonic that behalf of the heirs of Juan M. C. de matic 'phone, 179.
also
She
taxable property in said districts. For man b" wasn't much of a strate-i-brave
si
in the Southwest.
m
special tax for school purptiscs mi He didn't know the fine points of war cures and prevents dandruff and hair Chavez, deceased, for the S. H. C. No
1
tailing
hair;
out;
42S,
2,
to
life
25,
in
dead
restores
lots
sections
and
EXAMINER
OF
school distrcts No?, i.l mid
TITLES.
0
aii in i ne Wilderness, why, if we'd removes moles, warts and superfluous
and oil, townsain t ncrtii, range 2
mills on each dollar of taxable prop- Had a gen ra! like Lee. we'd hive tin.
VvTAGONS
AND
,
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle east.
0
H. R. WHITING.
erty i". said districts.
s'ie-I hem
el,s nil long hefor
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
He names the following witness
No. 119 South Second Street. First
Tin' account of Geo. F. Albright, did."
A RAILROAD
AVENUE.
All of these preparations are purery to prove his actual continuous
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 0
adNational Bank building.
asctsor. against
the
Territory,
Had Ike be.';-- , in I ineoln's place vegetable
compounds. Have just ad- verse possession of san. tract for
Albuquerque, N. M.
amounting to $773.49. Is approved.
McCleHan would have been fortunate ded a
vibrator machine for treatment twen'y years next preceding the surExaminer and abstracter of land
The following accounts against the to escape a workhouse sentence for
scalp, face and cure of .wrinkles. vey of the township, viz.:
titles, including those of Spanish and
county are approved, and warrants his failure to capture Leo early in tin of
It Is also used for rheumatism,
pains
STARTING THE DAY RIGHT
Joie G. (. navez, of Valencia, N. M.: .Mexican origin.
ordered drawn for the amounts;
war.
and massage
Jesus Sanciez y Alavid, of Valencia.
Perfecto Armijo, preliminaries
we was cut gen railed
un.
frniti
a
N. M : Gregorio Aragon, of Valentin,
'
means a good deal to a busy man, as
PRIVATE LESSONS.
etc
t 81. 75 stir, t finish," Ike often aid. "V
N. M.;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Sanche', of Peralta,
Will be given in Spanish, French
it does to every one who has use for
Perfecto Armijo, taking lunatic
nad tn men. on- - army did.
The
N. M.
higTi
ind Gorman, als in public
every minute of their time; so a cold
to Las Vegas
57.90 south had th gen rals. If we'd had
Any person who desires to protest school branches.
Homestead Entry No. 6263.)
Terms reasonable.
shower is just the thing to do it. No
Perfecto Armijo, salaries for jailtheir gen'rals it would've bee,, a short Department
o'f the Interior. Land Of- against the allowance of said proof.
MRS. C. O'CONNOR ROBERTS,
bathroom is complete or really server and guards
390.00 war. Hut we bad f put up with sucli
tice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July or who kn.jws oi any substantial rea Business College
Library
Rooms,
iceable without one. If you are buildP.
Florence
Johnston,
nung'ers as s.ierldan an Hani ci; an'
uoit.
17, 1906.
son nndtr the laws and regulations ot
Building. Fast Railroad avenue.
ing a new house, or refitting up your
judgement
2 9 5. 5 3 Meade.
Notice is hereby given that the fol the interior
department why such
bathroom, call on the Standard
Naturidad Gutierrez, wild animes willingness 10 expose he mi lowing named
FORMULA.
has filed notice proof should not be allowed, will be
DR. VAUCAIRE'S
Plumbing
Heating Co., sanitary
mal bounty
takes and n::ot comings ol thn north of his intentionsettler
Henry
l.y
Mrs.
to make final proof given an opportunity at the above
Rtt'iiiniiieiided
plumbers, fi r a few particulars, cf
George F. Albiiht, assessor's
ern coinniaiide's was not overlooked in support
oi his claim, and that said iiKiitiomd time and place to cress Syni's, to develop the bust from four
value
commission
25o2.41 and his friends sometimes impose on proof
of said claim- to six inches. Guaranteed to be made
will be made before the probate examine the witnes-e- s
We carry the timst line of garden
D. J. Rankin,
conty surveyor,
his earnestness by drawing a tirade clerk at Albuquerque,
forNw . .exico, on ant, ami to offer evidence in rebuttal from pure Galegal Extract. The spe
hose in i.ie city.
services on dykes and bridj.es
from him.
Ike never failed to walk nepieniher ft, Hun;,
mula is a general tonic, but has a
of t!ia' submitted nv claimant.
viz.:
237.00 uno me iraps iney set lor Mm,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Felix
v Salazar,
cific effect upon the bust. Is perfectly
of AlbuStandard Plumbing and Heating Co.
Wlntney Company, barbed wire
9.40 cepting once, and that was when Sam querqi le, Garcia
Register.
harmliss.
Bernalillo county. New Mex
For sale at the Alvarado
K. L. Ihidson, repairs on locks
Wheeler set it. Sam was a youngster ico. tor ihe NRi. SE'i. Section In
pharmacy.
Colo., Red 284.
Auto. "Phone, 671.
5.00 In that crowd, not more than 35, and
at jail
Only 62 Years Old.
NW4 SV'4, Section 11, Township lo
Uorradaiie, supplies for jail .. ll.no was only tolerate! at the alier-sup- years
don't
S2
and
old
only
'I
am
norm, Itange 5 east.
per gatherings.
C A. Hudson, glass at court
He names the following wltmsses expect even when 1 get to be real old
t . house
21.00
I II have !' get Ike goin'," h
"Guess
.1.
to prove his continuous residence upon to feel that way as long as l can get
"
"
Mil said, one cold night before Ike arriv and cultivation of said hud. viz.:
J. C. Baldridge,
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE
Electric iiters." said Mrs. E. H. Brim
DEALER
IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
Jas. T. Johnston, repairing furSurely there's
ed lit the shop. "You fellows watch
Pilar Trujillo. Francisco Olguin. Da son, of Dublin. Ga.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
3.50 lue Mart Im
young
niture, court bouse
as
the.
old
nothing'
keeps
else
rio Gut
uu.l inini AnAihifii ail of
SH EK.ii
S PAINT Govt i s lm.T . :.os best, wears the
Superior Lbr. k P. M. Co..
and makes the weak as btrong ai this Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
miit-- ,n nil hlllip Mioruv HI- - i a r pent rr
cu- Mi-CO
longest, most economical; full imaMire.
torpid
screens at court house .... 16. M) er, tooh ins usual seal near I be stove.
Dyspepsia,
grand
medicine.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
MANUEL It. OTERO
BUll.DiNii PAPER Always in Mock. Pias't r, Lime. Ce ment, Paint,
WJiitney Co., repairs and supu ie-pis pipe, l.ghted It and
Register. liver, inflamed kidneys, or chronicG'ass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
plies, court house and jail . . 3S.35 eai'K. waii'iig lor an ononing
Constiination are unknown after takadvertising
you
in
want
If
results
ALBUCUERCUE. NEW MEX.
a
STREET AND COAL AVE.
time.
FIRST
reasonable
"lly the way, Ike, ' sajd Sam. "I si en
T. S. Huhbe!!, boarding prison
ing
We do it right
DRY.
Bitters
E'ectric
ROUGH
.124 00 an arti,.ie today by some fellow ih't Imperial Laundry Co.
ere, last quarter, 1904.
Gurwntetd l.y aJ dnigsj'sts. Price fjoc try an Eveninj Citizen want ad.
OVER WITH A 15c PACKAGE.
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Armijo, boarding prisoners
733.00
second quarter 1906
Miguel Chavez, Justice of tin'
M
peace fees
Whitney Co., supplies for sher-
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The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.
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Money to Loan to Build a Home
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About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big
Doings in

Nov is the Time

n n

TUESDAY

The Carlsbad section wis visited
by a cloudburst Tuesday. There was
a rainfall of three Inches in an hour
and the Pecos rose Ave feet. Dark
canyon. Hackberry draw and all dry
streams are on a rampage. The railroad bridge in Dark canyon Is Injured and may go out.

to make

Your Selection

1

19 S. Second St.

IRE

TO VISIT FIFTEEN
BEFORE

CITIES WILL GUAR.
ANTEE TWELVE FAIR RACES
twelve $l,(XiO stake races, two for
eacn nay or the territorial fair In November WPrfl RPrACkH rtti nt a mimtlnu
today of Commissioners B. A. Puck- am una i.
speed Commissioner Shirley Christy and SuperinC.
L.
Clark, both being pres
tendent
ent, says tne rnoenix Gazette.
On account of tho ilr!inn
by the National Racing association
there will be no yearling races. The
purses for the 2 and
races,
four In number, will be $2."t added
money. In addition there will be four
races, each with a purse of $3ih).
The twelve stakes are made up by
three from Phoenix, three from
and one each fmni vtairttt
Tombstone, Prescott. Globe. Douglas
and Tucson. The bt$ races will be
ll
the
ll
trot and
pace. Entries for the stake races will
Close on October 1.
lu all, twenty races have been
agreed upon.

Mr nnrl !r Plus T ntirMon r.f
Boston, toeethfr with thi hL tnnrlni
car in which they twice encircled the
woria. nave returned rrom the orient,
"fhe
cyclometer
registered
33.fio0

YESTERDAY S GAMES.
National League.
At Chicago
R. H.E.
Chicago
3 . Q

New York

Boston
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Plttl.tirn

-
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to
His screams hnumhi
"
V,',;
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.
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1

11

wa."

deep
t once.
Killed and

When
eecn that
1

ANSWERED

"What is the secret of success""
asked the Sphinx.
"Push." siiid the Button.
' Never
to be ,.,." sai, th(1 p,.ncil.
- said
I like
iiains.the Window.
"Always keep coo!." said the Ice
Be
said the Calendar
Never ,,se your head." said the
Barrel.
"Male liuht of eVfrAthing." K:iid the
I'ii
"Ho a driving business" s;1;,l
the
II. in, 11, r
"A.-,ii-e

t,,

In
"n.
Kt:ife.

I'"",

bat. the
"I'iii
I

'tiid
"

greater
all

sai,.'

your dealings"

yo, ,t,ini. .,,., stu.k ,
the Glue.

lo

sae.l Jhe

the work y..ii ar.' M,ite,i

C!:mn,.- -

ConKrega'ionaJ-s'-

;, ..

r

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
ation
2:20
Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet
Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace-Mit- chell
Wagon Stake. $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.

I

K

nn U'.ui

s

,
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Jackson and Freeze
Second uanic

Des Moines
Sioux City

Batter.es:

I

Miller

lin and

a
At St.
Sr.

in'

nn

1

.'""It
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American Association.

..........

Indianaiiolis
;
i Kansas City
1

r

11

itiiisii me

At Milwaukee
Milwaukt-.

TiIe,lo

.

Second Camp
1

Minneapolis
.

.

j

'.UIUOUS

I

on

77T:

Another Soul Unha-ui.that the new liianairiinii.nr
of the Imperial theater has c,,n,.i,i,i.
ed to cut the free list nut Avon ti ti.i
exclusion of the press. That suits us.
as me. euuor or this paper used two
pusses during the last season
gave in return many lines of free and
advertising,
besides leaving
unsaid
many things which should have been
said about snide shows, 'tc. Thank
you. gentlemen, for the discontinu
ance, as far ax we im .,.,,,.. ......I
County (Ark.) Courier.
The democrats of Maine h:iv ..rai
nominated a candidate for governor.
And they'll
l.nth.. 1.,.
.
..... 1111,.- - 1.1...
null, IIXI.
We learn

bill of Hoan Imn
Nebraska. Tlon ,..,..1,. ...
be tramps.
A

in

1.

,r

"

'WMHMHWl

.

Special Announcement
y. Z Haliwav
O.
. &
Office of the Superintendent:
On next WVdnesdav the Roos-v.-- !t
boys will play with the, fast mail's
engine. Persons who intend to
on that train are hereby notified ride
that
they may govern themselves accordingly.
Our gentlemanly agents wil'
pass around the platforms wi-accident Insurance.

TAKE

r.

ACPLUNGE

'i the
SWIMMING Pool

504 North First Street.
Open
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

l"

only

rl(,.s

,.,,

"Has
,tu, Cl.llTh

vi, ui
h

pastor

;;:,,

larre.'.

w),0 w,.ar

W.VMf?"
"Vcf;. the d'liifs are

reports f ,
.
,
coe. t ,
"1 suppo.-- e
it
ay proceedings were U- -"
hurt tile
tl, the reading
"i
f the 80Vl,mll aiice."
Matthew. Somebody in
'rT "'
''. at le 1st tiir.-- t'i .it r .
has an iv..nv too tine for a sin- - nie. hnve slopped com in a "
emit v
Try a Citizen want advertise- a.h-,-

t

wn"rtLI-- 6
i'ope

11

'

us X.
'

tne

:n

.

imhe Catholic archbishop
urleaas to till the vacan.y

iKisitl

1111

I'll Willi

Ii.' 111..

I.

.1

Ifi-te-

An Apprehensive Lot.
The dance at Jake RNnles'' a not
The Kit kapoo Indians are now gov- - very well attended. It
must b ,!iar
"
woman.
Civilized ut last. the young people apprehenje-work
and want to save their h -- s f,,r ,,a,
"Has your ball team made a good pm pose Wauby ( S. D.l Clipper.

this season?"
''!,,!
"A tine one

1

CLERGYMAN
Tn
. .
. .
'
L. A I
PLACIDUS
J.
OF THAT OIOCESE

- tti
late lame: t.;d Archbishop ja.
I'l'lus J. Chapel
fornierlv of tne
Cautious Editor.
archjuese
of Santa Ke. The UiKat
C.eo. Atbuthnot and Jim
tev.
James U. H!ek has been B.;.
Richards
in se,i the C:15 a. m. street cu-- on
for the preferment.
Wednesday. If we had any redhot
Klliht ItcV. .Imp eu II III....I
1.1. I
type we would endeavor to te you of Potto Kico,
who ha.s been appoiur.
what the boys said t'.urrefsv'ille
an i.iiiMiop or .New (Jrleans to till
lO.) Journal.
'!ie acancy re;.e,l l,y the death

i

j

PLANING

rn 1 n.
ci rrtm
wwv,v,u

C

i
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i
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ArchbiMhon

friei.

Dally,

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

DENVER
&

Cbiii.iu.li..

,

.ino

u..

ff

i,
n.n.r

'''''V

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
7--

.

1

1

R-A-M--

SYSTEM

E

"Scenic Line of the World'
Shortest and quickest line from
Santa F to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
VINCI

IIIIVl,

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DININQ
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

i

:

per.-onalit-y.

j''

j

R I O G

MILL CO.

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Eaitbounrl.
No. 2. Atlantic Express, arrives
a. m.. deoarts 8:2&
m
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives U:6
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. g, Chicago & Kansas City Ei
press, arrives 6:45 p. no., depart
7:45 p. m.
Wri'bDunit
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:81
P. tn-- denarta K:lfi n. m
No. 3. California Limited, arrisa.
11:05 a. 111.. denarta
Ls
m
No. 7. Mexico
Californi.
arrives 12:u5 p. 111.. (lejiarts i.;45

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

0f Car lit al CibUjus wi. elated lil.-l- llie limu.ln,
.
p. m.
ill
rr'iiiuii'
Arc:., lsholl Hlenk
:i nun
ull tl.l,...
SouthhounH.
Co;: . red. of remarkable
No. :'7, Kl I'a.so tiain, departs at 1 3 5
wil ri
inti'llet, t;reat execut-aliilif- y
p. 111.
and oilier rare attain-- 1 Local freight train, No. 99,
south
Ills record in Porto Hien In
uouini, ueparts at & a. m., and carl!.
'.vahly connected with the his-- ''
ries passengers.
the island
S. K.
Arrives From South.
N'o. 22, Aleve, Kxpres.
7
arrives
..;
"
:
Off cr s Teot,
a. tn.
A. S.
A
band struck llie ciiy
No. 1 runs direct to I.os Angeles.
The police irii-,- thi in out ill the No. 7 runs direct to San
Francisco.
.:!.'. ni'.ir the
ti.
mi. and, fliidini; No 3 runs direct to Los
Angeles ami
'ii.ili e people nii'lit
Francisco.
' I i 1,1 iiol ( M. lilicol he
AM trains daily.
at. Ne'As
SUBSCRIBE
T. E. PURDY, A4ent.
i

"

p.u

However, there's n nu in
growing excited over John D.'s trip.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Notaries Puhl.o Ar.nA;-- .j
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
The following notaries public have
A home made rtnnr. Kith iHmnin
(luiHiiiiii
f:.n ai(w.. ti t
for (1.25.
iiattTiiiiin
We are maklnv wlnrlnw nroona .11
uav
A. Uwson,
Albuquerque mortised toRether, and as strong as
a dOOr. for 7 cents
annoro fns
screen door,
or
that
MV rP.
wn.a
i
S Usf ef ' 1.
ui outlast any door snipped in here
'."III.
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
i
We maka the regular
hnn
screep doors that have always cost,
ARCHBISHOP BLENK
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
TO NEW ORLEANS
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
1,

Railroads

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

'

,

Bed"fej .,Ratgs

"

scaiu. ue prepared. Dr. Thomas' 7
Electric Oil instantly relieves the pain
quickly cures the wound.
Z

g

oieno
At Minneanolia

iMBBaiiia

anll

.15

Milwaukee

f,'"

with 20 shows On the
all the tim..
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

Race.

sample " Cuamberlaln's Stomach and
Tablet. We are glad to give
them to anyone who is troubled with
biliousness, constipation, or any disorder of the stomach. Many have been
permanently cured ty their use. For
sale by all druggists.

7. 7.
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streets-carn- ival

Don't Be Backward.
Do not hesitate tn nsk fur

laul

Paul

naiisuH

,'
9

,
nut-7'

'

Di

CarS'T"

S3.t
sJ

r

9

7
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Terifitofial Faits for quarter of a century,
fetit nothing like this.

nun
r
0

7,"

Fl'ower

saasBisHsiaBVBisisassnBn

t-

T

Maneuvers by United States Troops,
8aby 8how
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit

Trot-Carn-

it r.

n

Pallit--

At Des Moinps
Des Moines
Sioux City
7.7.'.'.'."'
BatteriesMi,.ci., o,,.'."-- !

1

f

910,000 in Purses for Horse Races

1

.

55

griunds.

a

8

r

.

.

I

ihiiv.-s.-

September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

7,

to foed
to leave
a brirk
e door

ferings of the boy. The poison
ad
secure,
firm a gripi ho
the lad die, yesterday afterno,;,,
in
great agony.
THE SPHINX

3

,

the
,riy
Evervthlnt.
possible was doneserious.
to relieve the sufa

At

...

...

"r'i
"as
,lh." 'hP,.e8nake8l'nioned.
1

4 12

Owen and Sullivan
)
k .
ships.
military
jby
us
escort
far
as
Afthe
The distant nolnta rmohoH
ghanistan frontier.
'criaiia
jo
the Arctic circle In Sweden in 1903,
c
ork
Mr. and Mrs. Glldden will spend .ew
the most southerly- .......
-- i.i
man in
Bp
Batteries:
... tne.
i hi. n wi in
'the summer in Boston and will rein Nw Zealand in 1905.
unu and Kleinow.
sume their tour of the world in the ...in i nuriuw. nh
The mf)Kt' nnvol rtta rolnn
a
fiiuaae
190B-winter
it
of
In
Algeria,
i
o.
Tunis,
i
i.oj n.
Klobe drivers was upon the rails of . .
,
ixniis
g
anu
.iHMi
The
tour
as
the Soo and Canadian Pacific rail- p unned in r0
2
4
'
countries
l.e
will
comway from .Minneapolis to Vancouver.
ll' Lan(1 wl11 be ,he Ioik- - Batteries: Powell "ami O'Connor;
The 1803 miles were covered hv '"'V "T .
Ull,r t.r nignways yet recorded Plank and Powers.
Second Gam- eR. H.E
,
Louis . .
ft.
r.
n
t
j
rnull,
nuaueipnia
10 1
3
Batteries:
Smith. Jacobsen "and
".wnt-y- ;
Boomns, Bender and Schreck
At Boston
h 11
Boston
Uetrolt
2 9 1
ii
A tti.l. ......
Batteries:
ni npon .an.t ni
.
iiilii usifi
.Mullens, .ubanks and Schmidt.
Western League.

?

,ans

American League,
wasmneton

Batterlts:

r,i,,i ' .rl

8

ALBUQUERQUE

9

Chicago

.

Iear tnePP
bHck

3

ruiiaueipnia
3 ll( 5
Batteries: I.eeverand Phelps; I.ush
Roy and Donovan.
At ti Louis
R. h. E
c
Brooklyn
6 13
Batteries:
Ri 'Own
M .. .
an A
Scan, s'tric.ilert nn n

uurmi
(lav over th rorvioi
..
Hoit. aged 12, who died after suffering
i, . poisoning a la' 8 'he
ra VIesnake's bite,
says ,he Tuoi.n

.......

!.'.'.'!"

FMl

5

3

Batteries: EwlnR.'Fra'ser and Srhlei-noriieI.indaman and O'Neill.
At Pittsbure
r it in

FATAL TO TUCSON BOY
were held the

USPd

!.".'.'.'.'.'!!

Batteries: l.undgren, Taylor and
Wlltse, Ames and Rresnahan
At Cincinnati
j
HV
Clnclnnaii
2
9 1

1

,Wa.8

Mumtwall
MEW MEXICO

TERRITOBIAL

g.

-

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

Twen tySixth

j

BOY IS SERIOUSLY

The Holt, hnmo" )a
.l...
"lit- L" r.f.:h r.!!5:- The
V
un,lay
the stock. As he wasevening
about
he reached down to pick
up

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEMT
CO.

BIG TOUR 13 COMPLETED

changing the rubber tired wheels and
using a specially constructed railwav
flange wheel. The motor car ran as
a special train under telegraphic or- tiers and made faster
miles, which took the tourists through regular express trains. time than the
33 countries.
There were times when the lives of
This remarkable tour was started In the tourists were In
rnl nurii .in
1901.
To make the long drive they Passing through the famous
Khyber
traveled 44,760 miles in 16 steam- - pass in nulla, they were acc mipinied

free-for-a-

,p',r

a 5t,ot tots P"fV
"rtfLSSSZ

ft"

COUNTRIES

e.

REPORT OF $1,000 PURsF
SOUNDS RATHER
Tucson firemen are manifesting
considerable interest in the report
sent out from Tombstone to the effect
iuai mere would be a hose
at the Cochise county seat on contest
Labor
,uiss ot siamju, gays
Citizen.
Purses with a fl
phers following do not grow on every
.
uunu mm mey are worth go- lag after, but the report is taken
with
aeveral grains of aalf n i.,
na
tion firemen believe that Douglas or
"""
""Bui oner a purso of that
y uo not know nw
t . .
through with anything but a big loss
foiuiitions unless all the
entering teams were taxed
$100 entry
However. It Is- nnssihi
.i...
I lit- rf.
port is correct, and in""thatmat
event it is
.clia.uiy mat lucson would he represented by a team which would have
(,""u moK-i- n on tne money.
RATTLESNAKE'S BITE

ro

J7S0 Der

GLOBE-TROTTER-

ARIZONA

auotei at ureaterville.

$2SNo'

THE GLIDDENS, AUTOMOBILE
S
wiLLblAKI' OUT IN THE FALL TRIP
TO END IN THE YEAR J9H.

Z.

SHOT BY ACCIDENT
w itn his right lung pierced bv a
small bullet, Staniey Robinson, a Cin- ciuuau, v., ooy, lies on a cot at St.
ftiary s hospital, says
the Tucson
Citizen. His condition i serl mis l.i r
the physicians state that the chances
for recovery are excellent. The lad
was shot by a boy named Carl Enzen-berThe shooting was accidental
and occured at Greatervilie.
Young Robinson was on horseback
while Enzenberg was walking along
beside him with a .22 caliber rifle in
bis hands. In some way the gun was
uiscnurgeu wnile it was pointing directly- toward RoM
Tim
- nsr.n
- ' v. nim,n vjuuu- ed boy managed to climb off his horse
ami was men earned Uvto a house.
He was brought to the city Sunday
and placed in St. Mary's hospital by
liis uncle, Link Robinson, who is president of the American-Robinso- n
Ore
vouieiuraung company which is on.
erating a concentra'or and steam

fi

ariflCSoUuuZSLU

3:

free-for-a-

In the meantime,

No Interest..

INTERNAL REVENUE
BUSINESS IN ARIZONA
The government does nut find that
Arizona Is entirely a bill of expense,
even though congress does spend a
neat little sum to keep the territorial
machine going, says the Phoenix Republican. The internal reienue receipts collected In Arizona during the
fiscal year ending June 3'i, as shown
by figures supplied the governor's office by the revenue collector, were as
follows: From special taxes. $37,382.-1from sale of beer stamps. $1S,- 6u: from cigar stamps, $0,217.39:
from tobacco stamps. $2,1 34. Total,

Ul.s-be-

-

m

level, at from

CHARGES A NEGRO
WITH ASSAULT
diaries Lee. nen porter at the
Shelby hotel, Roswell, was piaceil in
Jail on a charge of attetnptinsc to as- salt Aniande Cederqest, a pretty
Swedish Rirl. She cannot speak a
word of English and has been In this
Coutry only two months. She was
employed as chamlerniaid
at the
same hotel where h has been working.
Inuignailon Is running high
against the negro.

V

-

(university Weights Property

CLOUDBURST AT
CARLSBAD

CITIZEN.
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i TERRITORIAL TOPICS

EVENING

through traifis. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For
or

illustrated advertising matter
Information, address or apply to

HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mcz.

-

I

111

1

FOR THE

EVENING

CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS

00000000X0'XC

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

Recent Earthquake

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. S. 8TRICKLER,

Conservative View

Governor Haperman has issued his proclamation
coneallinK an clettion for delegates to a constitutional
Arizona
and
Mexico
New
vention and to decide whether
shall be united as on state. This election will he held
will
In November, and it Is believed that New Mexico
union.
In
of
favor
majority
give larpe
In Ariiona the proposition Is far more doubtful, a
number of politicians and some of the large corporations
having stirred up a sentiment or hostility to union with
New Mexico. What the mass of the people will do after
rethe subject has been fully gone over and discussed the
mains to be seen; but It la probable that much of
opposition will be overcome.
There Is little hope of statehood for either territory
except in union and admission as one commonwealth.
adPublic sentiment in the east is much opposed to the
neither
and
population,
if
small
states
mission of feeble
Arizona nor New Mexico possesses inhabitants enonph
Hence, if
to constitute a strong state standing alone.years
before
many
be
will
probably
it
rejected,
is
union
they get statehood of any kind.
There Is so much to be Mid in favor of the admission of these two territories as a single member of the
union that the intense opposition of Arizona Is surprising. United, they would form one of the great states of
the west, and ultimately they would acquire a population
so large that they would exert a powerful Influence upon
public sentiment and the affairs of the nation. They
would be able to maintain a. strong and effficient local
government and this would give statehood a genuine
value to them. Denver Republican.
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of rock along a line at least 330 miles in length runs
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tains, but by subterranean explosions,
where the friction of sliding masses had of uteam or heat generated by fire
will find here no tricks, no shams,
actually burned the clay. In one place a big slice had heneath the earth's crust, which folno strings tied to our
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fallen over, forming a minature range with a valley a lows some stratum cavity, which exIn the direction mentioned and
hundred yards wide between it and the parent cliff. At tendsdirectly
lies
beneath Socorro. An in
another, the slide had gone so far out Into tb ocean that crease
in the flow and temperature of
one might walk, dry shod, beyond the end of Mussel water from
the hot springs In the
Rock, which projects a hundred and fifty yards to sea. neighborhood of Socorro strengthens
above
feet
hundred
some
four
Alone the face of the cliff,
this theory, as does the statement
the beach, a right of way had been excavated for the made a few days ago, but not genOcean Shore electric road. Of this there remained only erally believed, to the effect that an
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this morning that 15u trunks were at
or
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both it and the right of way.
the Socorro depot, waiting to i.e
so from the burled shovel I crossed the line of the fault. checked out.
A passenger on train No. 22, which
Coming out of the Pacific ocean in the vicinity of Point
Arena, one hundred and twenty miles north of San Fran arrived from the south this morning.
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opinion that if many of the men who
voted for It had actually believed it INDIGNANT VICTIMS
would Phss and the territories be admitted, they would never, have voted
for It. They relied upon Arizona to
OF CLEVER SWINDLER
defeat It and passed the bill merely
to get rid of the two insistent terri-torlIf this bill should be defeated
In the territories, we will- never get Because They Had to Dig
Up
such a proffer of land again. Even
the western states were against us
Dollars to Secure
on that, for they want the land conserved for the benefit, of the Irrigation
a Warrant.
I believe thut when the sober
fund.
second thought of the people ot both
territories gets to work, they will all HOW THE W.00 WAS SPLNT
vote to accept. The territories have
no rights which the states are bound
to respect. This Is their chance to
There are three rather indignant
come into the union, where they will citizens in ' Albuquerque
today, w ho
be as good as the rest of them. It depiore the
that
fact
they
did not
would be very foolish to refuse It."
study law in their earlier days, so as
Among other things
secured for to be familiar with the method of
New Mtx'co by Delegate Andrews was swearing out
against crimthat of a carrier and clerk for the inals who havewarrants
separated them from
west side postnffU-Vegas, their,
in La
dollars, and the
which is somewhHt out of'tiie ordin- cost thereof.
Al-- ,
Hon. V. II. Andrews, New Mexico's of politics, within the confines of
ary, as fourth-clas- s
postoffices are not
was
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than
btiquerquc,
to
mote
All
of which Is brought about Ui'the
in congress, arrived in the extend a welcome to New .Mexico's supplied with carriers.
wearing out
f a warrant
against
city last evening u No. 1. at 7:45 delegate, "the man who does things."
O.
one
W. Mosner, arrested In Big
o'clock, am! wa met st the depot by ' After Mr. Marron's closing remarks,
Springs. Texas, on a charge of passing
GREAT COUNCIL OF
worthless checks on P. R. Moshner,
a portion i the rc.er :V n committee, lielegate Andrews ar se. and In a
apwords,
few
expressed
choice
his
proprietor of the Elite Cafj Arthur
composed of .Messrs. Frank McKee.
of
upon
ihe
honor
bestowed
manager for Graham Bros., anil
preciation
O. N'. .Marron. V. S. Hopewell, Solo- him, through the medium of the reORDER OF RED MEN Robert . . Davenport,
an operator for
mon l.una. O. L. F. rooks. V. B. Chil-der- . ception, and while deploring the fact
the Postal Telegraph comimny. a full
was
not
an
he
that
orator, although
ace iint oi which wu published In
and others.
when
these columns yesterday.
The First Regiment band was playing he could talk In fungi-essOf
best Interests were at stake,
New Mexico Opens Here When the above named gen lemen
and a lame number of people had
gathered at the Alvarado to get a stated t hut he was more than glad
were Informed by Chief of Police
Morning-T- he
among
Tomorrow
his constituents
glimpse of "the man who does things." ti be lack
that Mosher had been appreIt.
more,
probwas
and added that
Delegate Andrews was escorted to once
hended In Texas, they called at '.he
Great
Incohonee
chief's office for the purpose of swearthe dining room of the hotel, where ably the happiest moment of his life.
Those present then passed before
ing out warrants against the swinhe had dinner, Bf:er which he was
driven to tne rooms of the Commer- the delegate, who gave each a hearty
dler. Owing the peculiarity of the
.
after which the remainder TO BE PROMINENT VISITOR law governing fugitives from justice
cial club, where in a brief speech, rie
w
was welcomed, on behalf of the Com- of the evening as passed In pleasant
who gei outside of the city limits, the
The First Regiment
mercial club, by Hon. W. B. Childers. 'conversation.
local p dice had no authority in the
The great council of the New Mex- matter, and Chief Mc.wiilln sent them
Mr. Childers spoke of the g.od work band played during the evening, on
accomplished by New Mexico's dele- the porch of tne Commercial Club ico order of Red Men, which Is to be to th? shorirt s office.
gate, in the closing minutes, as It Dullding.
held In this city tomorrow and SatThe rest of the story is lies! told in
were, ot the recent session of conOn Delegate Andrews' arrival here urday, will be attended by about fifty the words Of i.ie three gentlemen
gress, an recalled to mind lhat In last night he found a number of tele- territorial delegates, and In prepara- themselves.
the local opera house, some time ago, grams from territorial politicians, re- - tion for their reception and entertain"We went to the sheriff's office."
he had sponen of the Hon. V. H. An- publicans and democrats, regretting ment the Navajo Tribe No. 3, and said P. R. Moshner. one f the vicdrews as a "man w ho did tilings." and that they could not attend the recep- Anona Council No. 1. Sisters of Po tims of the check swindler, "to seadded that this statement had been tion In his honor. The Citizen was cahontas, are lavishly decorating their cure a warrant for Mosher. Deputy
verified by Mr. Andrews himself.
permitted to see the following
nail, at 116 West Railroad avenue, Sheriff Montoya informed us that' In
by Hon. O. N.
He was iollr.wed
with numerous evergreens, flags, Nav-nj- o order to secure a warrant for the man
blankets, colored streamers, etc. we would have to hire a lawyer to
Among the more prominent mem- draw up' the papers. It was the first
bers of the Red Men expected here time I had ever heard of sin h produring the great council Is Great In- ceedings, but as we were anxious to
cohonee J. W. Cherry, of Xrrfolk, Va.. secure the arrest or th? swindler, we
who will address the council, telling dug d 'w n in our pockets and paid a
them of the onward march o. the Red lawyer also named Montoya, 3
Men In their search for "captive pale
up the papers. We were then
faces." and how. wherever the Amer- informed mat it would cosi us $1
k
ican flag floats, the "eHnipfires
of the more h"iore the justice of the peace.
'
.".
X
Red Men are to he found, and how. Miguel l haves, would sign the necbefore many moons have passed, t In- essary paper, and we dug that nn, too.
order expects to be l.uuo.uoo str.ng. thus nuking ..e warrant for the arThe great chief of records of 'he great rest of the man who had robbed us.
council if the Improved Order of Red cost us ti. or $1.33
each. It's the
Men of the
nited States. Hon. Wil first time that I ever ..eard ot a man
son Brooks t.f Chicago, wIM also be wh i had been robbed, having to pay
I:
one of the rrominent leemhers f the 4 to secure a warrant for the ar"
order to take pan in the preit coun rest of the man wno roubtnl tiini. I
i
.
l
cil meeting to be held in this city. have since m en informed tnat the JusBoth he and Great Incohonee Cherry tice of the peace is not authorized by
law to collect a dollar Tor signing
ire expected to arrive tonight.
"
At 8:0rt o'clock tonight the regular
lor th arrest of criminals."
"74
meeting of the Anona Counc.l No. 1.
The story of the other two victims
Sifters of P"cahontas. will ..e held In of the clever ch.'CK swindler Is much
Red Me.i's hall, the business session the same as M shner's. and corrolior-itc- s
to conclude with a social
his story in every particular.
session,
dancing, cards and refreshments, to
Mr. Davenport, an employe of the
which all Red Men and visiting mem- local Postal Telegraph office, said:
'
c ertainly
bers of ooth organizations will be ingot a bum deal when
we went after a warrant for tne man
vited.
Tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock the who had robbed us. We were referred
committee on credentials will meet, to the sheriffs ornce. There a deputy
and at lo o'clock the business ses- named Montoya told us that we would
sion will oxn. Transaction of busi- have to hire a lawyer to draw up the
ness relative to the territorial or- warrant. We were inexperienced in
ft
ganization wtn be the first order of the manner of securing warrants. and
business, followed, at Its conclusion, trok his advice. He referred tis to a
by the election of officers
for the lawyer whose name also was Mongreat council of the territory.
toya no. I don't know whether the
At 8 o'clock tomorrow evening there deputy and lawyer are brothers
or
will be a reception and banquet in the not he charged us $3 for fixing up
hall, to which ah local and visiting the warrant. Then we were held up
Red Men and Sisters of Pocahontas for a dollar by the justice of the peace
will be invited, witn
e local Red who signed the warrant. We then atMen and sisters as hosts.
tempted to get in communication with
Judging irom the elaborate pren- - the district attorney to get him to, get
HON. WILLIAM H. ANDREWS.
ara'iong jeing niaoe for this feast to requisition papers for the swindler.
New Mexico's Delegate In Congress, Who Was Tendered
a Rousing Re- the Ravages, the. loca. Red Men in- He was up stairs .n the
court room
ception at the Commercial Club last Night, by the Citizens of
tend to demonstrate how New Mexico an dsent us word that he was too
Indians are far ahead of the Indians busy to attend to the matter for us,
of the effete east In entertaining.
and that li would take several davs
During the session of the great coun to fix it up. Although we walled
Many Telenrams.
Marron, who. on benalf of the mayor
cil the Red Men's hall at 110 West around all morning, we didn't get any
"Santa Fe. N. M., July 19.
and the citizens of the city In general,
Gold avenue, will he the headquarters satisfaction, and now that we have got
W.
H.
delegate
"Hon.
welcomed the
Andrews, Albuquerque, for all visiting Red Men. and the hall our four-dollback to the
warrant I don't know
X. M.
best city In the territory he reprewill be open both dav and night, with whether we'll get the man after all."
congress.
you
"Expected
stat-join
AlbuquerMr. Marron
to
sents in
at
members of the local wigwams In atMr. Arthur
told much the same
that, whue he was opposed to Dele-pat- que on behalf of the republicans of tendance to entertain all who call.
story, regretting his "easiness and
politics,
Andrews in
and while this county. Pressing oftlclul duties,
puiletessness in being worked," as he
there might be many in the territory however, prevented my doing so, vary
RED MEN PERSONALS.
put it.
who were also opred to him, there much to my regret. We fully appreD. A. Friedhioom
Just why a lawyer was necessary
ar
of
Rosweii.
gainsaying
Deleyour
was no
the fact that
ciate the value of
services to the
in the city today to attend the to the securing of a warrant, and why
gate Andrews hud accomplished, in people of this territory in the halls rived
great council of the Red Men, to he. the justice of the peace charged them
securing, ouring the very last moments of congress and 1 sincerely hope and held tomorrow.
'
a dollar. .ie three victim of the swin$100,-(I0congress,
appropriation
an
of
fully believe that the people of the
of
W'. P. Mills, Forrest R. Barnes. dler, ..losfur, have
Dr.
not yet
ascer
building
in this city, territory will show their appreciation George Welgle
for a federal
and Eugene McElroy, tained.
what probably no other man within by
you to the office which
Vegas,
Las
will arrive t morrow
the confines of the territory, coum you now hold and the duties of which of
attend the great council.
nave accomplished under the same you have so efficiently and honorably to Leon
SWINDLER MAY
L. Godc'iaux of Iteming, will,
circumstances, and for the able man- discharged.
D. M. WHITE,
ESCAPE PROSECUTION
ner In which he had looked aiteriheir "Chairman Republican Central Com- attend the grtat council, as dehgate
from Dentine.
interests, every citizen, irrespective
mittee of Santa Fe County."
W. A. Kreamer and J. M. Piatt will
be here tomorrow to represent Gallup IF HE MAKES GOOD AMOUNTS
SECURED
Red .Men at the greit council.
BY
MEANS
OF
Daniel Carey of Fort Wlngaie. w:!l' WORTHLESS CHECKS.
DELEGATE WILLIAM H. ANDREWS INTERVIEWED
arrive tomorrow as :i delegate to the
Chief zt Police McMillin is in regreat council.
William G. t'.r.wn of Carlsbad, will ceipt of a telegram from the wife of
ON SEVERAL VERY IMPORTANT QUESTIONS arrive tomorrow to atttnd the Red' (). W. Mosher, who swindled several
Aiiiuquerqueans by means of worth
Men's meeting.
James M. Courtmy of Capiiuu. Is lehs checks, asking ir prosecution will
be dropped If the losses suffered are
expected to arrive tomorrow.
made good.
He Tells How He Secured the Appropriation for the Public
This afternoon a deputy sheriff was
LOVELL SAYS THAT BOM'S
Interviewing the vlciiius of the swinBuilding to Be Located at Albuquerque Talks on
SYSTEM IS GOOD THING dler in an endeavor to ascertain their
wishes in the matter.
the Important Subject of Jointure.
It may be that Mosh r will escape
A. Lovell, superintendent of motive pioseeuti n if the
amounts secured
jKiwer for the Santa l'e, arrived fr in by him here are
good by his
In
"They had agreed to cut out all ap- the norlh last niglit in his private car wife, who left the made
in i i s.i; ;oii with a representcity the uigtlt afative oi The Evening Citizen today propriations for the territories," said No. 16. accompanied by H. Emerson, ter her husband's tlepar ure.
who
Senator Andrews, in speaking of the he, "as every territory in the states, counseling engineer for the company. is now in Big Spring-- . Texas,andwhere
Sloo.oMi appropriation for a federal and Hawaii, also, was asking appro- Mr. Ixiveli and Mr. Enieron visited In r husband is
uud' r arrest awaiting
building litre, stated that he was of priations, and ad to give New Mexico the local shops during the day
To 'Mil !i' inn to this city.
Ihe opinion th.t the appropriation anything would mean giving some- night they will return cast.
available for immixliate use, and thing to the rest, they decided to leave
Mr. Knier-o- n
is the lather of
a
the govenimi :it architects have them all out. this session. However,
effort, or Uuius sys'em, of "CAPTAIN RACKET" AT
plans already ihawn tor cities of this we managed to get the resolution in pay t r niaciiiiiists. which has been
THE CASINO TOMCHT
size he added tli.ii be expected a man at the last minute, hihI as a conse- established In ihe t.hnps of tbe Sa na
to he here wiihin the next thirty days quence Albuquerque gets I he $1oo,uimI Ke during the pa.--: y, ai
Hy it. the
to look iniu the matter of erecting the appropriation, being the only city in mee.iiinie is paid a rt,:'i!ar
lr.tere-- t in the Casino Ins
of
a
building.
Delegate Andrews also' any territory to
waifs, no nia'ter how much work be new lease of life Tins was taken
an appropriaproven
stated that he tliou:ht the government tion."
tnin out duii.. tne ho. Hi that con- lam iiiLht, when a large audience
architect sent here would act on the
When asked as to his views on joint st iiuie a day. ai.d an ex'ra remunera- gi'tted the cl sin.
production of
natural supposition that the floii.ouo, statehood Delegate Andrews said:
tion for work t a lie d " s in a day "The li.ickeye," the best thing ofwhich is for immediate use, would be
"I believe the terirtories wl'l accept over wniii
.onsin- ei a day's work. fer' d n:ne : :ie suc
s ot "Charleys
only a part of the moneys to be ex- t4.e liberal offers made 'hem. though This ;s an iiic
!. i,,.- ivn i., A ltll." Tile .e!v ilies have returned
pended here, and might plan for a I know very llttlo about the sentiment turn ma a i..:t- f won;.
".he ocanls aain. and Miss Lyllian
tito.onO building, as originally called out in Arizona. The bill is generous
When askeo wnat he 'nought of the tA Ijthioii lias throw u herself imo the
for in the bill, and would ask fur mure probably the most generous ever pass- bonus s.vs!ti,i. Mr. Ivt!I said: "It's i lay and on the p.i a . rs in i ma user
money to cnmp!e;e the building iit'ter ed by any congress, carrying as it a good tl.inz a good thing for the 'h..; i.s irre
The k letter wiil
:si j,.e.
the $loii.("i was used up He ailrted does large gifts of land ami $:,.oimi,imio com;. any ami
th'iiL' fnr tht have
give way. and i.'ie Casino will
t
that. It was rather a lucky chance that in money.
was a ureal struuiile men. The :u ::! Py 'e:u has 'i iii't'es-colll- e leeoiee as popular - t ver again.
l.at
to get it through, and I am of the
'he appropriation through.
to fay."
i.luh' Ms- - l.i . :. ::
uui.-e:o ho

ROYAL RECEPTION TENDERED

e.

DELEGATE W. H. ANDREWS

four

Enthusiastic Citizens
Extended Cordial Greeting to the

A Large Crowd of

Distinguished Gentleman

AT COMMERCIAL CLUB LAST NIGHT

nard-earne-

,

s

PAGE

FIVL.

true to
I

Mr. Webb. "but. no more diving
cirls." she said. "Sis Hopkins" never
looked greener or more conn try Mod
than did .. iss Ixlshton last night, in
the character of the orphan asylum's
ward. In a stiff, checkered, short
with green and yellow
toi kings w ith stripes running around
Anil In this tnake-nshe bad the
to ask Mr. Wfbb. which was
the prelller, she or tne "girl In red."
Tonight the bill is "Captain Racket."
a farce comedy resplendent with wit
and humor. It promises a good

Extra Special
We have on sale a large lot of

p

Carpet Remnants

laugh.

It was announced
from the stage
last night that six amateur performers Tiad yesterday signified their intention of trytnj for the cash prizes
on Friday night,
ihe amateurs will
be given a rehearsal on Friday nfter-niMal 3 o'clock.

Some ef them Jut enough to eovif
room or sitting room-Ing- rain,
Bruuelt and Axmlntter at
less than actual cost.
Come In and bri.. measurements cf
your room. We will be able to furnish you with a nice carpet for very
little money.

a small bed

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Potter, former-'- y
of this city but late of I.as Vegas,

were

in

the city en route to Itisbee.

Ariz., where they contemplate locating

MAY FINISH LIBEL

Mlbert Faber

TEST CASE TONIGHT

William Mcintosh Sues

308-31-

Cnge-ni- o

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Romero for the Large
Sum of $14,078.95.

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

MANY AKE SEEKING DIVOKCES

hand-gra.-p-

f

'

,

When Judge McFie called court to
order this aiieinoon at 2 o'clock the
finale of Ihe habeas corpus proceedings brought to secure tne release of
Kruitoso Campos, charged with libeling Deputy Sheriff Coulter, seemed in
sight. The territory had but a. few
cf its forty witnesses yet to c.inilne
ann tne attorneys tor the pt :(ner
had promised to make their i mtial
testimony short. The evlden, t fered
by the territory was very i..i: I the
same as that given by Deputy jiieilff
Coulter yesterday. All of it ,vas intended to show that the artlclo in the
La Bandera Americana stating that
deputy sheriffs hud been at he polls
armed with big pistols and clubs and
had Jumped upon and intlmiated voters was false, but It crept out. that
Coulter himself had been armed and
tnai he had stood on one side of the
entrance to the polls at. one time,
whlk Deputy S.ieriff Montoya had
stood on the other side, while
the election was In progress. This
damaging evidence to the side of the
territory was extracted from
Ijopez, a witness for the territory on
by Attorney Childers.

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone BIk 93

Auto. Phone 292

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

Tran-quilln-

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.!
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges. c

:

lii

war-tain-
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7
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d

e

j

w:-.- s

:

-
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I'li.-rm-

t
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SriPPial Sp.Jp nf Flrmr
OpeCJcil

s

Mcintosh Asks for $14,073.93 Damages From Romero.
The magnificent sum of $14,073. S8
is what Wiliiam Mcintosh asks of
Komero In a suit brought in the
second district court yeseterday.
The plaintiff in his petition alleges
that the defendant trespassed upon
land owned by him in the Cuehillo
mountains, near Chilili, in Hernallllo
county, and cut timber, ruined timber, and while so doing used water
from springs on said land, for which
he asks reimbursement.
For timber
cut and made into ties he asks $7,573.-!'N- ;
for destroying timber and decreasing value of land $5,000 is asked;
for using water from springs $500 is
asked, and for the ruining of timber
$1,000 Is asked.
The damages alleged to have been
tlone by the defendant
were done
while the latter was making tleB for
the Albuquerque Km stern anil Santa
Fe Central railroad, with which companies Komero had contracts.
This suit Is one of the largest ever
brought in the second Judicial district
court.

BORRADAILE & GO,

117 Gold Avenue

io

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, If she telle you to order a
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you should fo
get the order), that you could not
flrst-claa-a
And It, for every
rrooa
handles EMPRESS. You Trill aimtya
find good bread, good bisculta, goo
pastry and most Important ot ail.
good cheer to greet you wlien jxra
come home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreea ef
all others.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque. N.

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

Frances J. Thibault today brought
suit for divorce against his wife, Edna
M.

M.

And Careful Dispensing, go to

Koss-Tblbaul-

A. C. Padlev haa brought suit in the

second Judicial district court to se
cure reiter from a matrimonial contract with his wife. Camilla Padley.
A suit was filed Monday in the Second Judicial district court for Bernalillo county, by ..irs. Edilb K. Iewis,
against her husband, Fred D. R.
Lewis.
&
Kenehan
Thompson of
Santa Fe. are the attorneys for the
plaintiff. The defendant in the case
is a traveling man and Is well known Both Telephone.
here, having resided n this city with
his wife for several years. Mrs. Iewis
is the daughter of Mrs. L. J. Hum-

The Busy Little Drug Store
at i M West Railroad Avenue

HBanaVHaVBEBinni

The Williams Drug Company
THE BLUE FRONT
117 Wect Railroad Avenu
YOU WON'T HAVE TO GO OUT IN
THE YARD TO SMOKE

mel!.

White Lily cigar. Your wlf will
like Its odor as well as you do. It's
fragrant because It's made from spe
daily chogen tobacco, "ripe" enougU
to smoke freely and aatlifylnjlf. 1ST
cents Is all It costs to make one god
trial. You get fifty for $2.
A

VERDICT WAS FOUND 0
A STIPULATION

OF FACTS

FE ROAD AND COLORADO
FUEL A IRON CO. WILL DOUBTLESS PAY $15,000 EACH
IN
FINES. SAYS UNITED STATES
ATTORNEY LLEWELLYN.

SANTA

Major W. II. H. Llewellyn. Unhid
a'es attorney for New Mexico, arrived from Uis Cruces this morning,
and is spending the day in the cltycn
private uiisin'ss. Major Llewellyn re
cently secured the conviction of the
Aicliison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway company and the Colorado Fuel
k Iron company for violations of the
liiursiate commerce laws. One wa
found guilty of giving rebates
and
the olor f accepting rebates,' and
ii
no ili tendant was fined in the sum
f $!.".
, lor which
a stay of execu-t.ofor l.i, riy days was grunted. The
luirr s cot. lid. in that the fines will
S.

i.ahl.
The report made ny tile Las Vegas
d 1'iess correspondent
ssi
lothe
t lleei
ih i' the deiendant companies
plead giin'v,
was
erroneous. The
jury was waived and the case came
nit ctiore .nidge Mills by the mutual
berth
consent oi the att Miieys on
M. s. on a stipulation of facts, uxn
which the court found a verdict.
:

A,
3

--

RAILROAD

AVtNUa

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

makes

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

the

lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

duties

A

People ill the vicinity of the south
entrance of the Harnett building, were
stai'th d at 4:15 o clock this afternoon
to see a na'ive probably 25 years of
aue and of robust appearance stagger
and fall in an epileptic fit. After suffering fioiii violent convulsions, which
set mod to train every part of bis
body, the i. ..oi recovered and was sent

J. RICHARDS

113', WEST

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

120

BARNETT,

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

sample: and
1

club rooms

on liis way.

WH sell the stock of High Grade Flour purchased
from ciarkville Produce Co. at Less than cost,
to make room for our immense stock of Hay and Grain. You can make money by
purchasing a good supply of this Flour. Buy now, as stock is limited and won't
last long at the price.
E. W. FET, 6Q2-60- 4
South First St.
Both Phones

TO THE LADIES:

is here too warm to wash and iron. Send your
Slilrt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry theia
and will deliver them to you in a nice b x they will tot ba
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 143.
Hot

cor-rt-ct-

Imperial Laundry Co.

1

ALDUQUKRQUE

PAGE SIX.

LtTTFRS FROM

TALES FROM THE

SELF

CITIZEN.

EVENING

THURSDAY. JULY

A

FIJI KING ANAUTO SCORCHER

PACKER

MADE

MOST ANYTHING

TO HIS SON PERCY

SUMMER CAPITAL
Special Correspondence.
Oyster nay. K I., July 19. President ' Koosevelt took things easy today. After lireakfast he rode 30 miles
In the country and Rot hack Just In
time to chop a cord of wood before
luncheon. He ate cherry pie. This
he harvested four acres of
oats, played tennis with the children.
took the boys for a switi. ducked a
crank, wrote a few letters, read a
volume of Henry James, and retired

Paris, July

the
season, feeling
administration.
this same desire to keep from popular
discussion. I 4hose for one service a
sermon I had delivered In another
jelly six years before. ImaKino my
surprise when, next day. a New York
new spaper came out with this
line In flaring type:
upon questions of slate affecting;

head-afterno-

PREACHER

FLAYS

ROOSEVELT

PRESIDENT LISTENS TO
ING

ARRAIGNMENT

IN

SCORCH-early-

.

OYSTER

BAY CHURCH.
a veteran Journalistic
,
tranquil-upon
presidential
Intruder
Rev whburn condemns Adminis- It y. avers that l.em Kopendyke. of
tration's Fostering of Trusts and
a
made
who
Glen Cove, knows farmer
Imperialistic
Tendencies,
While
the
keep
a mechanical scarecrow to
Roosevelt Hears Condemnation UnDatch
and lost
robins out of his wheat
abashed.
money on it. The scarecrow walked
two1
around the field all rluht for
'I said not a word of trust or lin- weeks. Then a cogwheel In his left perlalism and certainly did not scorch
les slipped and be walked into me; the president, said the rector. Badly
farmer s kitchen, scared trie cook, upA local paper says editorially:
set the stove, started a fire; estimated
damage $45; the next week,
the "The nresldcnt has absolutely shown
"plagRle thins," as Pa calls It. walked 'that he can thresh recalcitrant mem-Int- o
the farmer's stable and kicked a bers of connress; he sways the
young heifer to death before the tion at will, but there is just one
thing he cannot do. We refer to the
springs In his legs ran down.
petty spirit that pervades the rank
President Roosevelt has an aver- and file of the people of Oyster Bay."
And thereby hangs a tale. It came
sion to automobiles. His Is the only
fine country estate in this section of alMjut when plans were making for the
jong Island that is not equipped with Fourth of July celebration, at which
some kind of a motor car. Carriages the president addressed his neighand equestrians are permitted to en- bors. Certain gentlemen were left on"
joy the use of the picturesque private the committee. That started trouble.
roads that encircle the Roosevelt Then the question of holding the exerproperty. A string of vehicles laden cises in the new opera house divided
with sightseers parade past the house the town into factions. It was all spite
from morning until night. But an- - w orn, the committee allege. The opera
tos are barred. A sign on a tree at house has just been completed Cer- tain business interests would have
the main approach, reads:
been favorably nffeceted If the ures- 4 I
it ident would open the playhouse by
1 1
1
4
speaking there on the Fourth. Beit Automobiles Are Not Allowed
sidese, everyone could have a seat
and be protected from the weather.
on These Grounds.
The spiteful ones, led by a lls- gruntled painter, started a rumor that
religious residents were up In arms
jover the plan to make the president of
Rev. H. H. Washburn, rector of the United States formally open, on
Christ's Episcopal church, where the Uhe Fourth, too. a public theatre. The
president's family worship, is having! hay was set buzzing. The question of
difficulty to keep from being classed moral ethics was battered about reck- as a sensational preacher. He said: lessly. Church folks finally took
"Strangers, for some queer reason, sides.
are persistent In their inclination to As a compromise, the celebration
take political significance from my was held In a grove, where several
words In the pulpit. While the presi- hundred people were drenched in a
dent Is living here and attending my heavy rain storm, while the innocent
church I feel It my duty to refrain chief executive sixike and while the
from any discussion which might be vindicated committeemen
whispered
classed 83 popular. Still, strangers to their neighbors the familiar tidinsist that niy sermons have a bearing ings, "I told you so."
Pa

.

Cook,

.

na-fi-

'

ii t i

i
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THE HANGING OF JOE
FOR MOVING PICTURES
Special Correspondence.
'the wretched black man was seized'
New York, July 19. The peculiar "d strung up to the nearest bough
threat, keep moving," shouted the
corrugated crimp Joseph Rikard is!
1;,PPer gentleman, while unwinding a
wearing draped carelessly around his ,ew'
miles of films.
work. Joe."
ebony neck marks the spot where ;The black nlan w "Great
whrllnK aroun(,
that gentleman was lynched by an at the end of the rope, emitting a
mob of moving picture artists ries of gurgles and performing evolu-a- t
jtions of extremities with rare sem- Jamaica, Long Island.
Jo had wandered up from Mobile blance of the real thing,
and needed chicken money. He was
The performarce was stopped by a
right merry w hen a dapper young squad of polic;- - reserves w ho gallop-ma- n
Urge
tow
with a
camera in
took led to the scer.j after a woman had
him into an automobile and told him telephoned to the station that "they
live-spbe- - 'are hanging a negro up
he would let him earn a
here"
fore nightfall.
The police cut Joe down. and. just
Lnder a shade of a spreading Elm to avoid having the trip for nothing
Joe's eyes widened when the picture and to mete out Justice to someone
man explained that his afternoon's they made a few changes in the
consisted of being hung line of Joe's facial contour with their
by the Infuriated mob.
riot clubs.
"It'll be easy," said the picture man.
At Jamaica hospital Joe's lamenta-"Thi- s
harness goes around your body' tion ran like this: "Indeed, da liked
and you won't be hurt."
slipped
jter kill muh. Dat strap,-I- t
"No siree." whimpered Joe at first, and I lust fel muhsef dvin' nhn Hp
but the picture man kept flaunting a constables cum runnln' up ter save
negotiable five before Joe and his muh. an' Lor's alive, dl'n't da jest
stomach finally overcame his mental cut nie loose and den belt me ova'
l'86- de heaid. I'm goln' back souf whar
Out from the bushes came the mob da doan't beat a nigger half to deaf
all dressed In local Alabama color, afta da hev lynched "im."
ry

ot

6,
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Dear Percy :
Imagine my surprise today when
Willie Brush called on me at the hotel. You remember Willie, don't you?
He is the young artlst your ma met
somewhere on the bridge whist and
pink tea circuit. WJllie is the only
real sane man. or ly. I ever knew
While
who played those matinees.
1
never heard him say so I have It
iretty straight that he toured them
lor the purpose of meeting a female
rt enthusiast of 40 or more whose
husband had money, and I guess li "s
true, for shortly after he met your ma
he cut out the assassination of afternoons.
Willie talked to her a good
deal about art for art's sake, impressnl"
and other stuff, and your ma look notice. "When he said he wanted to go
to Paris to finish his art she came
straigffi to me and told me I must
stake him to enough to send him
there and keep him for a couple of
years.
Now, when I was a youngster, Percy, I used to put a penny In the Sunday school collection to help save
some poor Hindoo, but 1 had never
contributed to a sport fund that was
to be used exclusively for another
man's sport, and naturally I balked.
I told her to send him to me so I
could look him over, and she did.
"Young man," I said, by way of
breaking the conversation
gently,
"how much will it take to send you to
Paris ami keep you there two years?"
"AIxmii sjiino." he said.
"Humph." I growled, "do you think
I'm going to give vou that much money?"
"No, I don't." he said.
"What's
more,
wouldn't take it if you did
give It to me. And if you sent for me
to talk about that I'll have to be going. But if you have a minute to talk
business I'll give you that much of
my time."
I noticed
right there that Willie
didn't wear long hair and
neckties, and he and 1 began a business talk. WHien Willie and I severed
our business connections on account
of his departure
for Paris
three
months later ire had $5000 of my
money.
In return I had from him a
poetical name for the class X homo,
the kind we used to soak In the sulphuric acid vats to soften for the human tooth. He also gave me ;i cover
design for the ham. and honestly,
think we made at least $10A,0i) out of
the name anil cover. He als gave
me a design for the Mayapule lard
that caught the women's ex .s and
sold many a can. It was Willie, by
the way, who suggested the oxalic
acid treatment of oleo that made It
retain a liquid form so it could be
sold for olive oil. That. lOy was a
wonder for ideas, and I tried hard to
knock the art rot out of his heid and
give him a $10,000 a year job as handy man at the packing house, hut he
said he'd rather draw pictures even
If he couldn't make so much money.
However. I told him to dm a r.ie a line
any time lie went broke, uid I would
exchange cash for ideas and that I
didn't wish to lose sight of him.
Well. Willie blew in today with an
idea that I gave him $1000 for.
"Mr. Beefham." he said, "you folks
put up canned chicken, why not canned partridge, canned pheasant, canned
wild duck, canned venison?"
Percy, knock if you wish. I don't
know why I never thought of that before. I was on, and I nearly tore my
pocket out to get $1000 for that idea.
That seems big. of course, but that
idea is worth $10,000 if it's worth a
p can use the stuff that
a cent.
won't pass muster for boneless chicken, and people will think it's the natural game flavor.
"Now, to make it good," said Willie,
"drop a shot or two in every can of
game fowl and a slug in the venison
can. Of course, a few people will
break teeth, hut they won't mind that
in the satisfaction
in knowing they
have had the real game."
Get busy, Percy. Willie is working
on the label designs, and you will
receive them in about thirty day.
tour affectionate father,
JOHN BEEFHAM
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WOUNDED IN

A

DUEL

i

PITCHER'S ARM TELLS
OF WEATHER CHANGES

Took

Hair-Raisin-

Riiz With Famous Automobilist

g

Secretary Shaw says we need more
$j bills. The secretary isn't allowing
his presidential boom to die of old age
without a struggle.
H II. Harriman has been buying
ties in Japan. Let the haberdashers
kick.
Wllioro lu .inr irnlH' nuLs 9 New
Tork paper. Don't know where yours
is. partner, but most of us carry ours
in our teeth.
'UHin raii toll niu
f il II in bus
landed?" asked the teacher, when she
hail finished reading a little story in
history.
"In Arsl place, last season, ans-eie- d
the red headed boy who knew
imethlng about the American associ
ation.

and Handled thj Lever Himself.

'

t

tt

M

more good In that country while thre.
But he is glad that Joe Is only making eyes at her; he says tell Jop to
venture a little further, 'because srte
Is wortny of all the respect that he
can show her. He thanks the Carter
correspondent for all the sympathy
that he or she can liostcw on him in
the times of peril and bereavement.
Olive H..I. (Ky.) Times.
Editor Most Anything:
When going to the store I pass
neighbors sitting on the veranda and
I raise my hat and speak.
Should I
do the same on returning?
R. J. X.
Is
a
most extraordinary condiThis
tion of affairs. When a man goes to
lie store he raises his hat and speaks
to the neighbors, but as a rule they're
all In bed on his return.

'Talk aliout hard luck. You know
bought a Delaware peach farm."
les, and I suppose that the very
first spring you were there the trees
were killed by the cold."
'Worse than that. They were kill
ed by the heat the first summer."
Chauncey M. Depew says the only
trouble with him Is that he overworked. Mebby so, but most of It came
from being overpaid.

Wm. J. Bryan says the rich of this
country are ashamed. Can it be possible they overlooked something

I
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The king of the Fijis is a sport.
t he more
exciting the letter it suits him.
The picture shows him preparing to
take a spin in the touring car of Clia.-fr,
.1. Glidden. the
of Bos-- .
ton, who, with his wife recently ar- rived from the orient.

-I
sliititly offended his highness,
preparinthe king," said Mr. Glidden,
"by preparing t drive the machine
myself. The king insisted on hand- liir tlie levers himself, and the rate
at which he tcok me down the road
was a little f.'s:'r than I was
to
'raveling."

He likes anything exciting

.

globe-trotte-

WIDOW WAS
After Attorney Jas.

B.

Marcum

down in cold blood in

the

Hlrs

ts

wi.-sho-

t

doorKen-

The arrival of the dry dock Dewey

at Alongapo should give fresh courage
to the residents of cities In which

-

,

v.i-a-

j

'

ty
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JAS. HARGI3.

CONFINED IN GRAN

MADE

PREPARATIONS

United states senate?

"o

HIS NEMESIS

way of the Breathitt county,
tucky, court house, three year ago.
the story went that his widow knelt
over the body, dipped her handkerchief in his blood, and tool; an oath
to
that slie would devote her l:f
avenging his death. This woman ha?
shown wonderful courage and energy.
Although with many children de;v-Edlng upon her she is now at the e:i!iiax.
of her efforts in the trial of wealth'-JasHargis, democratic slate centra!
Jiida.'.
committeman and
Curt Jett and Tom White were con- victed of the direct murder. b'if ' prosecution ought to show that Juii- -'
Hargis and Sheriff Ed Callahan ha.!
secured tne muuler of the decease!.
The decision of the court, however,
rendered yesterday, freed the J'i'Uj:
and sheriff of the charge.

Doctors in France are recommending ballooning for the eyesight. Will
somebody please buy a baloon for the

government buildings are being
Didn't the rocking of the steamer
bother you a great deal when you
you
crossed?"
pulled
"Vou you told me
"Not a bit. We didn't have to rock teeth without pain!" said t'.ie angry
it."
patient.
"And I do." declared the honest
you
come in a gold dentist, "I didn't frcl it a hi'."
"I'd like to have
mine company with me."
"What do you mean by savin he
"That depends. Are we to buy it
broke out in conversation?"
or sell It?"
"I meau, he told it in a buvi-- t of
Tom Taggart's new Tennessee ho confidence.
room
con
gambling
no
is
to
have
tel
The Massachusetts slete bojv.l of
nected with it. Detached?
health found corn meal In a can of
"Fellow citizens," howled the ora Chicago 'meal." Can't you s5e the
tor, "the people of this country have good effect of the meat bill and ail the
been the victims of many shameless agitation?
crimes that have cost them dearly In
"Your town seems to be a lively, up
labor and suffering, aye, and in blood!
to date place."
But what crime was there so iniquit
"But lit isn't. We haven't sot a
ous, so despicable as the crime of
single automobile factory in tht place.
'"3?"
"The crime of 23!" yelled a man
A Koudon
fashion paper sa s that
who thought the question needed an
William J. Bryan's frock coat was
answer.
"palntully American
and shapeless,
Terrible mistake Dr. Slashem made conipnled to Ambassad .r Reid's London made coat. Bu: Ambassador Reid
the other day in an operation."
has no eye on the presidency.
"Ix)se his patient?"
thought he had only $200."
M. E. Ingalls. back from
E'irope.
"Did you ever get the better of your says municipal ownership Is a success
there, out that existing c niiitions
wife in an argument?'
"Not much. The best I can ever would make It a failure hre. Mr.
do Is to convince her she's wrong." Ingalls, Mr. Belmont. Mr. Ryan. Mr.
Morgan and a few others are "exist"What a strong resemblance be ing conditions."
tween Agnes and her mother."
"N'fver mind, t'u? worst is yet to
"I never noticed it."
'"Haven't you? Why, she has her come."
"No it Isn't." retorted the weeping
mother's face."
man. "We get It every day."
"Oh, is her mother a druggist?"
Poor ft How; he was a li;.-- hail
Hen Rogers says he does n't Intend fan from Boston.
to embark in any more new enterpris"Somebody told me Slushlev went,
es. Now we can take our hands off
after he read his poem to you the
our- pockets.
other day."
"That's right; he did."
"John L. Sullivan says he hasn't
15
months."
"He must lie easily affected."
taken a drop of liquor in
"I donf know about that; I hit him
"I don't believe he ever said that."
terribly
hard."
"But I know he did."
"Humph, he must have been
t
"Say. paw, do you know
a
summer resort is?"
England, France and Italy intend to
"Certainly, my son. A summer rereduce the size of their armies. Rus- sort is a place where summer i. "
sia? Oil, Japan reduced that.
A Kansas City man invested kH'iO in
Ice and made $4d. i00 the first year.
The Village Love Affair.
among
The county of Carter has one
There is only "ne other place where
the best instructors In their midst, the ice business would 'pay better, and
when they have Miss Reliecca Little- it can't be mentioned in the presence
ton, and Dr. says that she may do of the children.

1
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FOR BIG TOURNEY

THE

QUEVERA DUNGEONS

3LU E ROCK SHOTS C r
THE SOUTHWEST WILL GATH
ER IN TUCSON IN SEPTEMBER.

CRACK

A

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
-

3E
SEVERAL
PRISONERS SO
SAYS MRS. CLARA CORBIN, THE

Lumber,

OWNER.

Mrs. Clara Corbin. proprietor of the
President Joe Ronsta.lt of the Ar
zona Shooters' association, stated to rums or Oran Cjutvera in the southern
.r the county, was In town last
i Tucson Citizen that Inauiries werePart
coming in rrom eu section o: auzohii: el(1 from 1he counly tQ asslst hep ,n
and also from New Mexico and south unraveling her delusion under which
western Texas, regarding the territor she has been for some time that there
ial tournament which will be held ir. are a number of persons buried in the
ruins and held as slaves there. She
Tucson in September.
Mr. Ronstadt stated that the tour has told her story so often that she
nament would last four days and that believes it herself now. Estancia
the prizes would aggregate $."iio. This News,
Mrs. Corbin is- a frequent visitor In
is but a fraction of the money that
will be shot for. however, us there will Santa Fe and is quire well known
be numerous side liets that do not here. She is bliud and Is the owner
of a quarter section of laud where- come into the lime light.
Charles Webber. George Martin. upon the ruins of the Gran Qtiivera
George Julian, Fred Steward, Dick .are situated, the land she obtained
Konstadt and W. H. Thompson are under the homestead law after a hard
among the best shots in the club, but legal fight. She is fully convinced
recently some of the newer ones have that several human beings are incar- come
the front. Ed Taylor, Harry cerated In deep cellars among the
Smith. Dr. C. A. Schrader, Tom Con- - ruins and tells the story frequently.
Ion, Will Julian and others are shoot- - She is, in some respects, a remark
ing, as well as the "cracks," and Tuc-- i able woman, having written and pub-so- n
will be able to put several five- - llshed a novel dealing w ith the
teams in the tournament. Pres- - mantle Incidents said to be connected
cott. Phoenix, Morencl, Bishee and with the history of the ruins. NewDouglas have sent nssurances that Mexican.
they will be represented at the tour- A story has come Iran the wet,
ney.
telling of a woman charming a mouu- "Has there been a falling off In the tain lion by singing. Bet a.i kinds of
peekaboo waists?"
money it wasn't a popular s rg.
well, some
Humph there
oft
them look like it."
Try a Citizen Want ad.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

Albuquerque, New Mexico

First and Marquette

I

Communication Made Easy

I

El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
.Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard rnd tcjrist sleepers, observation dining care, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
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Hike,

" A veteran pitcher who has seen
v.eivlce In a good league for several
seasons doesn't need a barometer to
ie'l when the weather is going to
change," said "Tacks" Parrot, the old
tiu.o twirler. "His pitching arm will
lilm alout the coming change. It
iMj't that I'm subject to rheumatism,"
h" continued, "for I'm not, but I'll bet
t hat every old pitcher Is affected every time the weather is preparing to
change."
Mike Kahoe, the well ki.own catch-- i
r, declares that the old catchers can
uNo give a pretty fair line on the
v. i ther by the feeling in their throw- '
in- I never bad even a twinge
i ntil
after several years
c
Y arm
and nhoul-- ,
i
"V time the weath- "t a notification
.f
bu several!
.

1

!

Vti
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ALBERT SARRAUT.
Under Secretary of State Albert
Sarraut, the French cabinet minister
who smashed a deputy in the face
during the Dreyfus debate and was
later seriously woudned by the deputy in a sword duel, is 34 years old and
has never held office before, except as
a member of the chamber of deputies,
10 which be was elected in 1902.
He was born in Bordeaux, and tried
his hand first at law and then at Jour
nalism before entering politics in the
council general of his district, a year
before he was sent to the chamber,
He is also an author,
having pub
lished a book on universal buffrage
and the management of governments
when he was 1!B years old.

For full pirtlculars see

MER WANDERERS.

hours in advance of the occurrence, I
consulted a physician, who said the
pa.us were not caused by rheuma
tism, as hat afflict on always cmiies
In the joi:.t
The only way "l can ac- count for it Is tl.e contraction and ex- panaion of the muscles caused by t:;e

it "

Have The Kveuing Citizen for- wardd to your address when
you go away on your vacation.
If you are now a paid up sul- -

please let us know when
you onler the paper forwarded.
and a',.s In us know If you de- s re ;t :to;.p( a at your home ad- l.e careful to give IMst- 'jliir,.. hoUl er street address, in

!:..

nil cast's.
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R. STILL.

V.

General Agent.

Gen. Pass. Agent.
EU PASO, TEXAS.

i

Santa

UNIFORMITY
The ever uniform quality of
Iilatz Wiener means that
principles are practiced at the brewery
via-deviati-

A

Fe Central Railway System

BE?

g. B. ORIMSHAW

W. H. ANDREW'S,
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Thf most
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aiw-uv-
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in everv pn cess.
rlat. Beers are
same.

lgr.
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Traveling Frt. anl Pass Agt.
SANTA FE. N. M.

0

A.

U

GRIMSHAW.

vvliv

AU nL.A72. CKZWSMC CO.. MILWAUKEE

'j
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J. P. LYNG.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES

riticrtl exactness is

SMUT MjV.'i tr. o&rr.a
STERN, 5CHLOS3 & CO, Wholesale Dealers.
aurrr.'-.'.fcL-

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pre, and Gen
FRANK DIBKRT. Asst. Secy, and Trea

BEER
ex-nj- i-c

s

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service, Steamship tickets to all pant
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa fa railwsy At Snr
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to Dandling of passengers ani f."':u
'
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Psrlflr railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited

IV

-

agent, or address

CARNETT KING

j

"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
years. No appetite, and waat I did
eat distrtrsed me terribly.
Burdock
Wood Bitters
cured me." J. H
Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.

t iNOTICE
i i i )TOi SUMi t t4ii ii
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'llaliuf' place

on thnf run and wr.f
brakftnnn pnl bnptatioTiir.ti.
About five days aso he broke into a
valise and removed $0o In
bill?. Th; crime was trarr.l to him
;by Special Of fleer Cnrtwripht and he
confessed. The I'n.tel States has
aNo in't lerrej a charao nc;i in s t him!
for opening some packaicta of
papers lutntste.i to his rare.

artlnc

NECESSITY

HOUSEHOLD

A

minor months
one that
really pieserve? things, and
dues not require much ice,
eitlur. AM these, end otner essentials, are found In the
r friserator.

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

Nov lop.inior ivos for the Kock Is!- and and the Kisci svsicm. built en
the larcest contract with the American Locomotive works, are beinc revived at the rale of twenty a week.

REFRIGERATORS.

J. D. EMMONS

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

Fred Nuanes

.

.

Con. ad Stnnipf

Co,

.$3.im) no. .Total disability;

..

M. Kiney
K. H. Bryant . .
A. W. 1 nglas
Hoi). it. Blnndin

rported that C. P. Fur'nn. chief
engineer of the Fiisco system, is to
resign. It is stated that he will goto the Santa Fe probably to succeed
V. B. Story, Jr.. chief engineer, whose
promotion to succeed .)an)es Hun. has
been authorized by President Ripley.

Both 'phones.

R. Fisher

John ClnrK

!t :k

The FURNITURE MAN

V.

vV.

(corse Konig

-

advantages.'

Whitney

C.

.loo Sehmiit .
.1. K. Hartlinc

Chief Cm- Inspector Elliott of Topeka tuor with a bad accident the other morning. He fell off of train No.
4 while it whs In motion and was badly bruised as a result.
He was sent
t i the hnsnftal.

Can anrl let us show $vu Its

Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

SOME CLAIMS PAID BY THE

.

DRY AIR

BALDWIN

This Strong:
Guarantee

'By Their Fruits Shall Ye Know Them

ten-doll-

Luring inp
a pood

s

.
.

.

.

.

.

Con. Rngr., Helen.
1.5iin.fKl..lvath; FJiginoer. San Marclal,
T V . Accident ;
!'
Rrewer, Albuquerqtie.
HO.iMi. .Typhoid; R. H. foreman, tlallup.
u0.no. .Accident ; Pumper. Gallup.
l.iiiiO.00. .Death; Ialiorer, Santa Rita.
Mi.i.o. .I'lenrlsy; Mine Snpt., Santa Rita..
:!u.(io. . Accident ;
Engineer, Albuquerque.
2U 28. .Typhoid; Tel. operator, Albuquerque
141.70 .Typhoid;
Machinist. Albuquerque.
22.50. .Typhoid; Car repairer, Barelas.
2.01". P. . Death; Sec. forenisn, Albuquerque.

WITH EVERY VEHI
CLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workman- ship will be made rood
without expense to the i
owner, Irrespective ot.
!m
of mrv5r
Thta
to prices, you can't beat our on the

jj

ruiiy protects you as to quality, a
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop' Is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, upholstering, trimming and painting. King up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

000XKyK

F. B. SCHWENTKER,
Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.

K. Hurley and
General Manager
Auto. Phone 730
Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.
one of the trucks and held on like
F. C. Fox
General Superintendent
grim death.
inPersons wjo saw the accident ini- - have returned to Topeka from ?n
mediately signalled the engineer to spection tour over the western lines
Saved Hit Comrade' Life.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
stop the train. Mejnw.i.ie, the man of the state and the various lines of
division. While at
"While reirplng from the Grand
was dragged about forty yards, and the Oklahoma
Hutchinson. Kas., thev located the Army encampment at Washington LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSa a tVin train I near)
ulanlf on a t
Harvey house which Is rity, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
FER STABLES.
he released his hold and rolled out Rlte, "f,,h,T
takf n with cholera morbus and tras Tn Horses and Mules Bought and Ex'
from under the wheels, while it was
changed.
a critical condition," says Mr. J. E.
still In motion, the wheels merely
The EI Taso Times says: U was Houghland. of Eldon, Iowa. "1 gave BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
grazing his body. It was a very for reported
the Santa Fe is Investi- hin Chamhnerlaln'g
Colic, Cholera Second Street, between Railroad and
tunate escape, and many cf the spec- gating a that
RAILROAD MEN INCENSED
shortage In through mixed and Diarrhoea Rerredy and I believe
Coppei Avenue.
fhey
so
yes
that
their
tators
covered
QUESTION.
OVER PASS
merchandise frni eastern points en It saved his life. I have been enwould not see him ground to death.
rote to New Mexico places. The mat- gaged for ten years In Immigration
ELITE tAFE
J. F. Mitchell Submits to an Interview
ter has been kept quiet until the guilty work and have conducted many parUNDER NEW LAW THOSE
parties
are
It
located.
is
I always
on the Pass Regulations.
west.
reiiorted
ties
south
and
to
the
WHO MAY USE PASSES
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
the shortage the past month amounts carry this remedy and have used it
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
Since the passage of the rate bill to $5,000 or over.
A special Washington dispatch to
ocptislons."
many
successfully
on
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
anxious Inquiries have been adJress- the St. Louis Republic, says:
Sold by ail druggists.
The railroad emnloves :f the Fnltert ed to the interstate commerce com
In the next month all the Rock
States are Incensed at the action ofniisslon from various parts of the
engineers who have been with the
A Long Step,
congress in placing a provision 4n the! country as to Just who may receive company twenty-fiv- e
years will re"Bill" Fassett and Art Hancock
passes.
law
The
use
railroad
and
prohibits
STEAM
CARPET
CLEAK NG
rate law which
them or
ceive annal passes for themselves stepped over to Monroeville Sunday.
their families from receiving passes provides that passes may be issued and wives over the entire system; Bellevne (O.) Gazette.
THOmMTOM
Ihm
Ca'.t- - YT
over any lines but their own, said J. to railway employes and their fami-- those who have served twenty years
Cleans everything.
He Is the
Mitchell, ticket auditor of the "es, ministers of the gospel, traveling will receive an annual pass for themMoving, i.ck. V
Man.
Furniture
Twenty
Year
Battle.
perA.,
Y.
M.
C.
of
the
secretaries
Topeka
rail-& Santa Fe
Atchison.
selves over thp system nd those who
Ing and shipping, unpacking and ?
a twenty year bat
road, recently. Mr. Mitchell lives in sons engaged exclusively in charitable lave been with the road fifteen years tle"I was a loser Inpiles
setting up, and Is no upstart at
atfd malignant
with chronic
work and inmates of charitable Insti will receive 'annuals over the division
Topeka.
the business. There is no other
Fores, until I tried Bucklen's Arnica
tutions,-Indigent- ,
destitute and home- where they are employed.
"I have just returned from the
just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
by curSalve;
tide,
which
the
turned
insoldiers,
or
less,
sailors
disabled
of railroad auditors in
ing both, till not a trace remains." J
737 South Walter Street
or
or
sailors'
mates
national
of
state
Constipation causes headache, nan- writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmville, a.
lie said. "I found every memmanagers
,
homes,
of
boards
soldiers'
ber of ihe convention sore on the
sea, dizziness, languor, heart palpitations, Pest
for old Ulcers, Cuts, Barns nd
and determined to seek redress of such homes, caretakers of livetrastic physics gripe, sicken, Woiim.s. 2)C at all druggists.
sleeping
and
or
poultry
fruit,
stock,
from such a condition, if possible. For
weaken 'he Uiwels and don't cure.
o
many years we railroad men have been express car employes', postal, customs Doan's Reeultts act gently and 'cure
A Gentle Protest.
PAINTS. OILS, VARNISHES AND
sending our families to the mountains and immigration inspectors, newsboys constipation.
2."i
your
cents. Ask
To the County Judge and Atty of
BRUSHES.
and the seashore for the summer on n trains, witnesses attending legal druggists.
I
Leslie county
take this lmthod of
Leather,
Harness, Saddles, Ijip
passes ver our own and other roads, Investigations in which common car-ao
my
you
logs
at
that the
Dusters. Whkis. Axle Oils. etc. Pal
Cheer up. The raise in gasoline notifying
have grown to consider the privi- riers are interested, persons injured
have the road blocked so I can metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
l'ge a part of our salary. We cannot ln wrecks and physicians and nurses may be due to the competition ex- place
3
get
my
a
team to
field
miles stops leaks. Casa paid for Hides and
see any reason why the majority in attending such persons. All others pected by placing denatured alcohol not
down the river also the logs are ly Pelts.
congress should determine just who receiving or using passes are subject on the free list.
ing
I
against
my
gait so
an not open 408 WEST RAILROAD
am: who should not receive passes lo a nnP "f not less than $100 nor
AVENUE.
I would like to have one or two gaits
otht-$2,onO
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than
for each
than the officii! of the govern- 'more
A Trag'c Finish.
open and a open sb',1 road down
to
mem, who might be Influenced bv
A
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ch:.:;n's t.i L'.cc- remitted a tn, rrpcl where the public road is.
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BUYING
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islation.
a c:Al s r,nB r f'f.i.d hr.vr s'op- Let me hear from yon yours
"We believe there is no reason whv
While l,enrge (iould is openly invad- ped. to become a milieus bn'ri
deHIUj PACE.
we siiould not be allowed lo accept Ing ihe territory of Harnnian in Call-- vastating an entire provi-.e- ?
of
All Kinds of Freah and Salt Meats.
Hyden (Ky.) Thousandstlcks.
from ot.ier roads, if they fornia. Harriman, in turn, is prepar-- 'and. In like manner U
Steam Sausage Factory.
Ing
to extend them to us. What
to have his share of the Colorado Jvrr, of n.icehoro. .Me., permitted a
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Most
Carry
Often
Modest
the
is more .mpor:ant than ni re criticism, traffic.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
:ittle rold to go unnoticed until a
Conviction.
the railroad men intend, 'through
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
The Southern Pacific, it is letnied tragic finish was only averted by Dr.
In-- j
gun
Maxim,
When
famous
the
s
c
organized a nipany to build from King's New Discovery.
their rrganizations. to remedy the
He writes:
nation, if possible, by an appeal to Durango to Silvtrton and Denver. "Three doctors pave me up to die of ventor, placed nls gun lx fore a com- !
of Judges, he stated I's carry-me republicans in congress, and it mis nmncn win connect wiiu inejjung Inflammation, caused hv a ne- - mittee
1...
Inir '
K.l.,n.
glected cold: But. Di
King's New.
'nat does not avail they may stand 'main line in New Mexico.
THE CELEBRATED
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Har-ss one man against that party.
In line with this project. Mr.
Discoverv saved n;v r.ie.
Utiar- - XKo
ev,
c....
"A million ot them could wield con-- i rima-a
tract of l.ooo anteed best conzh and cold cure, at a great surprise,
has purchased
instead of
y:deraide power, I think. For in- acres of coal lands near Durango. on all drugslsts.
r.Oe and
1.00.
Trial
It Is the same with the
stance, there are 4,000 railway men the border line, between Colorado and bottle free.
manufacture of Chamberlain's Colic
n
in the district of Representative Cur New Mexico.
and Diarrhoea Remedy. Tbey
tis, of Kansas, and therefore, he
Mr. Goulds Dtnver & Rio Grande
t'n our last cruise, said the pal- - Cholera
(1
r.; t publicly boast of all this rem- might be prevailed upon to aid them. system has here' of re practically mo-- , lam young naval officer, "we touched
tdy will accomilish, but prefer to let
At any rate, it is certain that the rail- - nopolized all of the gold, silver, cop- the west coast of Africa."
"Is that so." exclaimed the fair the users make the tat ments. What
road men of the c:iintr" do not relish per and coal legions of Colorado.
they do claim is that It will positively
maiden. "Isn't It on the chart?"
This new phase of the uould-Harrlthe taking away by congress of a
cure diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In the
Bottled in Bond.
p.'iviltge which uoes no one any man contest is exciting interest in
stomach and bowels, and has never
Old Chronic cores.
railway circles generally.
harm."
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OLDS
Free Trial.
Grain and Fuel.
acres;
Kearney
kell county. 24.4-1Mcintosh Hardware company'! store repaired. The specific
ute will not Fine Line of imported Wines, Liquors
county, SU.S'iO acres; Morton county.. Surest and Quickest Cure for all
are Indir centafcle oi outing parlies Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
and Cigars, place your orders for
138.245 acres; St ward county, 71.H75
THROAT and LUNG TROUB
o
albo cleaned and walking skirts made
this line with us.
A Citizen Classified ad is a food to order.
acres; stautim county. 57.013 acres,
LES, or MONET SACK.
me a trial.
",e
investment.
and Stevens county. 53.150 acres.
o. BAMBINI.
213 215 217 NORTH THIRD STREET.
There is also considerable government laud tapped by the Suita Fe in
Col rado. New
Oklahoma,
Mexico,
Arizona ami California. There H no
government land of any descri; tion in
Texas, all the vacant lands in that
ttaie belonging to the eoiiinionw ea!' h
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Machine Works

m. m. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber
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SCREEN TIME
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Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy
--

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6

it

MILL

MAUGER

W. E.

Groceries.
Hlllsboro Creamery

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

000(XXDfXXXXXXXXX3C)COOOOOO

WOOL

Best on

with Mauger
Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

Avery, Boston

&

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

RANKIN t CO.

.

Com-'or,'e-

u,

F. G. PRATT & CO.

L. H, SHOEMAKER

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT.
.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
General Repair Shop.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Bulging.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
repaired.
gas
stoves
line and
Next to Walton's drug store, Sout'J
Third street.
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about
Optic.
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r a:n) wo.s
lie w js a mri-igay friini the c.ias-V"- t to t hicago, and
off at the depot to g,ie around.
W.'ien Hie train bejan II
nil out he
imaiiie confused and got oil before
t bai it was not his train.
h. n aiiz.-iHe thell jumped off I, Ml k wards, atul
th- - tram bad uttaiue
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and
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The Belcn Town acd Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsitc

m

MAN NARROWLY
ESCAPED DEATH.

8L. Both Phone.

S&.er is SI miles Fouth of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas, City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

;
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N. Second

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of Wt
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. at.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

-

with aluminum colored paint Instead
of the sold that has been used for
many years. The new numbers on
the siib-- (if the eug,'.ne tenders are
more than two feet hiuh, or i:mie than
twice as large as the old numbers.
It is now possible to tell the number
if an engine a mile away, and there
should be no difficulty on the part of
operators at the stations, to catch the
numbers nf the locomotives as they
pi;ss. The aluminum paint is said to
wear letter ii.I is liioii easily seen
iir.'H r ai! conditions.

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

IS Bin ES EST .
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FIGURFS ON

WEST SILVER AVE.

20S

0. W. Strong's Sons

AND SOUTH.

so.

laalx3

U1

I!

DEEDS.

and Improvement Company
WM.
BERGER,
M.

n
Secretary
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PAGE EIGHT.

gram Informing him of the death of
his father, and now comes the saddest
message of all the passing away" of
a dear mother. The Citizen and many
friends extend sympathy to Mr.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

1

LOW SHOES FOR MEN,
WOMEN and (UOliUiiKiN
YOU MUST REST
IN ORDER TO BE REALLY COMFORTABLE.
OXFORDS
WEIGHT
LIGHT
FITTING.
OUR
WELL
YOUR FEET.
PERFECTION.
LET
THE
TO
THEY
DO
THIS
AND SUTPERS
YOU
AND
PLEASURE.
GlVE
ANKLES
YOUR
ABOUT
BREEZE

WE HAVE STILL
SIZES. AND THE
THEMSELVES:

A

GOOD ASSORTMENT

PRICES

WE QUOTE

OF STYLES

ATs'D

BELOW SPEAK FOR

Partly cloudy tonight and Friday,
with local showers In north and
east portion of the territory.
ARRIVAL

OF TRAINS.

o'clock this afternoon ml
Santa Ke passenwer trains
were reporter! on time.
Al

4

Attorney A. H. McMillen was a passenger for Santa Fe this morning.
L. R. Anderson, representing a paper company of New York, Ih In the
city.
n
Levi Hughes, the
wool
buyer of anta Fe, la in the city on
business.
of the Nieariow Cily, and the groom Is
local manager for Charles Ilfeld &
well-know-

Company.
$1.75, $2.25, $3.00 and
$2.25, $3.00 and
$3.00, $3.50 and
$1.50, $2.00 and
$1.75, $2.25, $2.50 and

MEN'S VICI KID OXFORDS
MEN'S VELOUR CALF OXFORDS
MEN'S PATENT COLT OXFORDS
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
WOMEN'S VICI KID OXFORDS
WOMEN'S PATENT KID OXFORDS
BOYS' AND GIRLS' OXFORDS

$3.50
$3.50
$4.00
$2.25
$3.00

$2.50, $3.00 and $3.50
$1.50, $1.75, tt.OO and $2.50

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

James D. Eakln, or the Consolidated
Liquor company, was a northlxntnd
passenger this morning.
C. A. Hudson Is In Denver and writes
back to friends here that he Is hav
ing a most glorious time.
G. H. Van 8tone returned to Santa
Fe this morning, ftr having spent
yesterday in the territorial metropolis.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Bydler anticipate
leaving this evening on an extended
pleasure trip over the eastern states.
'Mr. ami Mrs. F. HIptenberg of St.
Marys, Ohio, are in the city visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Freda Linde-man-

When purchased at F. F. Trotter'
grocery store, are aura to bring tha
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We Bod out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

Mrs. E. E. Greenleaf and children
have returned from a six weeks' visit
to Mrs. Greenleaf'a old home at Burlington, Iowa.
Regular communication of Temple
lodge N. 6. A. F. and A. M.. this
evening at 8 o'clock. By order of the
W. M. J.
. Ferger. secretary.
The Silver avenue loarding and
livery stable, known as the Ford stable, has changed e.wners, Ford Bros,
retiring In favor of Bambrook Bros.
H. B. Schupp of this city, and Miss
Sltlpp of Las Vegas, were quietly
The
Noe. 118 and 120 South 8econd street. married in this city yesterday.
bride was an estimable young lady
Miss Lillie Burgess left this morning for Bay City, ftilch., for a visit to
her sister, Mrs. A. R. Malers, formerly
T. Y. MAYNARD
of this city, but now a resident of

F. F. TROTTER

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Bay City.

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN i HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT . ON WO.iK FROM OUT
OF TVWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAi'. TRY US.

The

Hickox-Maynar-

New Mexico's

Co.

d

Leading

Jewelers

SOUTH 8ECOND

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

STREET.

CO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clock, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

20

Per Cent
Discount

liar.iour, general manager

lts

son-in-la-

headquarters fnrni a business trip to
the north.
Rev. J. M. Sollie, the popular paster of the Highland Methodist church,
morning for
will leave tomorrow
Walrous, where he goes to attend the
northern New Mexico quarterly confer
enee of his church.
J. T. L.ndsley, traveling for a St.
Louis shoe factory. Is here on one of
his periodical trips.
(e onurenoed
his trips Into New ..exico with the
first coming of the Santa Fe railway,
twenty-seveyears ago.
W. A. Bayer, private secretary to
Delegate Andrews, is expected to
reach the city from Washington tonight. He will remain here a couple
of days, accompanying Mr. Andrews
to Santa Fe Saturday morning.
George Giegoldt, the foreman of the
paint department of the local Santa
Fe shops, left on the No. 2 passenger
rain this morning for Huntington, W.
Va., being called there
a telegram
announcing the serious illness pf his
ased father.
Hon. Eugenic) Romero, the territor
ial coal oil inspector, accompanied
Delegate Andrews to the city last
night from Las Vegas, and Joined with
Alhuquerqiieans last night in making
the reception to that gentleman a
grand success.
James Summers, a postal route
agent from Los Angeles, Is here visit
ing his mother, Mrs. J. A. Summers,
and sisters. It is understood that be
will soon become a benedict, being
engaged to be married to Mrs. Cora
Pyfer.
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt left this
morning for Corona, N. M., where she
will be the guest of her fatner, Philip
Holzman, a Corona merchant, for a
tew weeks. Mr. Neustadt accompanied
her as far as Lamy, where he will
take the Lamy branch for Santa Fe.
There will be a reception given in
he church parlors by the Women'e
Home Missionary society of the First
Methodist Episcopal church, lor tne
children of the church, for the pur
pose ot organizing a Home Guards
society," Friday evening, July 20.
Business meeting of the society be
fore the reception.
Mrs. Auguste Knight, aged 74 years.
and the mother of Scott Knight, died
at ber home at Durham, Me., last
night, a telegram announcing the
death being received by the bereaved
son this morning. About eight or nine
years ago Mr. Knight received a tele- -

!'

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

EVERITT

E.

n

HARDWARE.

ALBUQUERQUE

Percy

for the Nava'ho Golil Mining company,
this morning for New Yo;;. Mr.
BarUnir experts to 'lie absent from
the territory a month or six v. eeks.
Mrs. Oliver Chambers went to
Vegas this morning to meet tur
M. E. Hart, the hardware salesman, who is returning here to his

We Invite

ECONOMICAL BUYERS

20

Per Cent
Discount

Major W. H. Llewellyn this morning
niade a suggestion to The Citizen and
this paper begs to submit It to Governor Hagerman. that the general
government be requested to send a
scientific bserver to Socorro thai he
may make a. reeorc' of what Is occurring there and give his theory of the
origin and extent of the disturbance.
Quite a number of people have made
applicntioi to Miss l.eighton to enter
the atualeir contest at. t lie Casino tomorrow night. Much Interest Is Ulng
manifested as many of the applicants
are well known In society and business
circles. An evening of fun is promised and according to the advance
sale all Albuquerque will bp out to
encourage this new departure.
The commissioner of Indian affairs
ha3 called for bids for the purpose of
furnishing material and labor for the
construed n of a new ware house nt
the United States Indian Training
school near Albuquerque. These bids
will be opened at the Indian office at
Washington July 31 next. Plans and
specifications can be Inspected and
examined by Intending bidders at the
office of the New Mexican in Santa Fe!
Walter Codington is- - In the city
on a visit to his mother, Mrs. A. M.
Codington, and his sister, Mrs. B. S.
Rodey, and brother, Ed. S. Codington.
Walter has Just returned from Kansas City, where be had gone with
thirty-eigcars of sheep owned by
Campbell & Francis of Ash Fork,
Ariz.
The shpep were In the finest
condition imaginable, the lambs bringing $7.75 each, and wethers averaging $6.15 apiece. Walter will remain
here a few days and then proceed on
to Ash Fork.
In Los Angeles, Calif., yesterday.
were married David Weiller und Mrs.
Ida B. Parker, both of this city. Many
of fhe citv will remember ILrs. Par
ker as a member of the millinery firm
of Parker & Fleming of South Sec
ond street. Mr. Weiller Is Interested
In a number of retail stores in
the
city. The particulars of the wedding
could not 'be learned, as the (parties
directly itnerested stole what might
be termed a march on their .many
friends y slipping off to California
to have t..e nuptial knet tied. Mr.
and Mrs. Weiller are expected to re
turn to the city next week.
The. Fink medicated Interview in the
El Paso Herald, on which was founded
the morning paper's spurious telegram from Socorro,- says that while
Fink on Monday was eating dinner in
Socorro at the Winkler hotel, "a
shock knocked the wall of the dining
room out." It must have been a fun
ny dining room which had only one
wall.
But apart from this, an Albu
querque business man ate supper li
the Winkler hotel at Socorro oi.
Tuesday evening and slept in the note;
that night, and he says that neither
"the" wall nor any wall of the dining
room or of the hotel or of any other
building In the town hud been knock
ed out, knocked down or destroyed.
nor was there on Tuesday night, fully
twenty-fou- r
hours after Mr. Fink's
departure, a wrecked bulldins: in the
place.

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Now in Progress at

FOR THE GREEN TAG SALE So tnat you
save from sl to $;:on a pair.
New
lines
coming In next season prompts us to close out
the lot we bought last spring.
All sizes and
c: n

kinds hundreds of them quoted at less than
the price of the cloth. The Green Tag Sale has
taktn effect.
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Pants worth up to $4 a pair, rtOw...g2
Pants worth up to $5.50 a pair, now.

5
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All Panta worth up to $2.50, now
All
All
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Suits

Outing

Slaughtered

FOR THE GREEN TAG 8ALE Making bargains never to be equaled In Albuquerque. We
haven't sold nearly as many outing suits as we
should; we have a handsome line, too, but noma
way, we must have bought too many. We are
going to sell these suits at any old price going
to sell them so cheap that It will pay you to buy
for two seasons ahead. Read this:
Any Outing Suit, worth $10 to $12
Any Outing Suit, worth $15, now
Any Outlna Suit, worth $18, now

7 75
$10 75
$13 75

BUY YOUR CLOTHES THIS WEEK
You will never, never have a chance to buy them as cheap again
Sell Every Hat in the Store During the Green Tag Sale
That is the order

from headquarters, and if low prices will do
it, this order will surely be obeyed. Here is where prices talk.
J. 3. STETSON. uDO HATS,
S3 OO
Worth $4.50 to $5.00.

No

TIGER HATS,
S2 ;K
' Worth
$3.60.

ALL OTHER HATS,

.
$1 lM)
Worth $2.50 to $3.50.

in this sale. We need room and we need cash,
and we are quoting prices that will undoubtedly gives us both.
half-heartedne-

ss

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style,
Service and Saving

Fail Not to Attend Our New Clothing St ore During Our

$100,000.00
Reduction Sale
BIG BARGAINS IN MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR

INTERNATIONAL COLIC CURE
THE QUICK, SURE CURE. WILL
RELIEVE AN ANIMAL IN TEN MINSOUTH
UTES. E. W. FEE,
FIRST STREET.
602-60-
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See the picnic baskets In the Mcin
tosh Hardware company's display
window.
PAPER HANGING

Whitney Company

PAINTING.

AND

done prompt!;.
and satisfactorily.
Contracts taken
Lave orders at 714 West Tijeras ave
nue.
W. F. WARDWELL.
All kinds of work

IMPORTED
BRAU. ON

MUNCH EN
DRAUGHT,
AT

WHITE ELEPHANT.

HOF-

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools,

-

THE

The oicnio oatketa for aata at the
MrlntA.h MipHuiar. Mimn.nu'a iMm
are Indispensable for outing parties.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
Th. nlr.nl- - ha.k... fit, .,1.
h.
MrlntOlth MjniuAP.
mninu'. ifaiH
are Indispensable for outing parties.

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka U the only lime
sold here that will not pop, crack or
blister In the wall. See that it Is
specified In your contract.
o

CHICKERING

&
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HAHN & CO.

SON'S

PIANOS?

113,

YES
Also the Everett, Kim-

We sell 'em.
ball, and several other makes. We
Invite you to compare our prices with
other
Just as good" pianos,
handled by other firms. The percentage will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of

talking machines and records on
earth, but we have the most select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pianos. Respectfully, yours for business. THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
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40 tf 403 North First Street

Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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Mcintosh hardware
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Successors to E. J. POST

& COMPANY
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IVES, THE FLORIST.
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Dr.B.A.Williatns
.DENTIST.

I.

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

H
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See Display

M
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Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a ni., 1:30
to 5 p. m. Auto phone 203.
Office over

Dr. Williams has practiced hi
fession in Las Vegas for the

R.R

pro-

past
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BOUGHT. SOLD

215 West Railroad Avenue

EXCHANGED

ALBUQUERQUE,

Trannotton

Guaranteed

118

W. R, R, Am.

If

OurWindow

M

AnoctMllon Offlc

ROSENFIELD'S,

fit

food
Cotryvtmcnt

M

seventeen years.

AND

M
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TICKETS

EH3 E. L WASHBURN CO.fTB

300 Pairs of Trousers Reduced

Don't try to get along for the re.--t
ot the summer without that pair of
low shops you hail decided to pur
chase. You lose more in comfoit and
satisfaction than the equivalent of the
small amount of money it takes to buv
them at C. May's shoe store, "14 West
Railroad avenue.

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

BY THE

19,

Throughout this sale this store has lead in making unmatched prices
on new summer goods. This week's bargains is further proof that we
reduce prices again and again to keep this reputation.
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Of Men's and Boys' Clothing Are Benefited

THURSDAY, JULY

THIS WONDERFUL I
Third and Last Week OF
GREEN TAG SALE

Knight

DAY AND WEATHER.

I

EVEXIXO CITIZEN.

NEW MEXICO
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